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The topic for this paper is the subgroup structure of finite groups of Lie type, 
i.e., twisted or untwisted Chevalley groups. Some of the cases studied here have 
been investigated in the author’s earlier paper [Pacific. /. Math. 55 (1974), 595- 
6181; the present paper is an extension and a continuation of that article. Because 
of the additional cases considered here, the content of the first paper is included 
with necessary modifications and some slight changes in the proof of the main 
theorem 2C9. 
contents. Introduction. A. Groups generated by conjugates of a root group. B. Outline 
of content. I. The Root Systems. A. The @-isometry 7. B. Some T-invariant sub-root- 
systems. C. An v-adjusted ordering of @. 2. The Lie Algebras and the Chevalley Groups. 
A. The L(o)-automorphism vs. B. The @(pe)- au omorphism t 7”. C. The conjugacy 
theorem. 3. The Embeddings. A. A general description. B. Commutator relations. 
C. p-Maximality. D. Some identifications. E. Other subgroups generated by root-group 
conjugates. 4. Some Frequently Used Symbols. 
A. Group Genorated by Conjugates of a Root Group 
Let @ be an indecompusable root system and GF(q) the finite field with 4 
elements. Then G’(q) denotes any Chevalley group defined by @ and GF(q); the 
term Chevalley group is taken to mean the universal group or any of its quotients 
modulo subgroups of its center. 
The following facts about certain automorphisms of Chevalley groups ma! 
he checked by means of the Bruhat decomposition: 
Let G1 = @(u)~ and G, == D(q)? be two Chevalley groups defined by the same 
indecomposable root system and the same finite field, Go universal, and let 
y: G, - G, be a homomorphism with kernel in Z(G’,). Further, let CQ E Aut G, 
and oie E Aut G, be such that 01s~ = ya, , and suppose that c+ and C+ are (a) field 
automorphisms, (b) graph automorphisms, or (c) products of a graph and a field 
automorphism of the same order e. 
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OAl. Let G, be the fix-point group of ai in Gi , i = 1,2. Then G, is gener- 
ated by y(GJ and ar,-invariant elements of the diagonal subgroup of Ga , 
r(G,) a G, , and the index [G, : ,(Gr)] is relatively prime to q; the inclusion 
may be proper. 
OA2. If G, is adjoint, y(GJ is in case (c) a twisted group which is simple with 
a few exceptions. If G, is not adjoint, r(Gi) is in general a central extension 
of the twisted group; we will still call it a twisted group, and denote it by the 
symbol @(qe). 
The purpose of this paper is to construct and describe embeddings KC G 
where G is a finite group of Lie type [i.e., a Chevalley group or a twisted group] 
with a root group X, = (q(t); t E GF(p)} such that 
OA3 K = (k-l.X;k;kEK) and O,(K) = 1, p = char GF(q). 
Embedding of this kind come naturally in the theory of classical groups, and 
so it is also natural to ask how they may be obtained in terms of the Chevalley 
structure; one may further ask whether a method for constructing a given 
embedding can be applied to other cases, in particular the exceptional groups, to 
yield similar embeddings. 
Many of these classical embeddings are obtainable by one of three fairly 
obvious methods which also apply to some exceptional groups: 
OA4. Sub-root-systems. The root groups corresponding to a sub-root- 
system generate a subgroup. One possibility is given by the Levi factors of 
parabolic subgroups. In addition, the root-system embeddings 
C,CBC,,D,CB,,D,CE,,A,CE,,A,CE,,B,CF,,A,CG, 
yield the group embedding of column I in OAS. 
OA5. Subfields. The twisted groups contain two classes of root groups 
parametrized by GF(q”) and GF(q), e = 2 or 3; restriction to GF@) yields the 
embeddings of column II in Table OAK 
OA6. Graph automorphisms. The fix point subgroup of a graph automor- 
phism contains an embedded Chevalley group according to OAl; the embeddings 
obtained this way are listed in column III in Table OA8. 
To obtain the case G,(p) C B3(q), w IC is known from Dickson’s original h’ h 
definition of G,(p) [4], one starts with D,(q). Let (Y, /3 be two graph automorphisms 
of order 2, 01 # /3; then ~$3 has order 3, and because the root group orbits of 
length 2 for OL or /3 are contained in those of length 3 for c$, the subgroup of 
type G,(p) fixed elementwise by C+ is contained in those of type B,(q) fixed 
elementwise by 01 or /3. 
Some well-known embeddings among classical groups, with twisted groups 
as subgroups of other groups, cannot be obtained by the methods of OA4, OA5, 






G(d, n = 3 
&Ad 
or OA6. They may, however, be obtained by combining the ideas behind these 
methods, i.e., by using a sub-root-system, a subfield, and a Dynkin diagram 
symmetry: 
OA7. Twisting subgroups. Let @ and Y be indecomposable root systems 
with Y C @ and suppose 17 is an isometry of @ of order e, e = 2 or 3. Consider 
the embedding Y(q”) C @(q”) from OA4, and suppose the following assertions are 
true: 
(a) @(q”) has an automorphism of order e, also denoted by 7, such that 
71: XT(t) - x,r(ft”), Y E @; 
(b) Y(q”) is q-invariant, and the induced permutation of the root groups 
X, , s E Y, corresponds to a Dynkin diagram symmetry of Y, 
(c) v is conjugate in Aut @(q”) either to a field automorphism or to the 
product of a field and a graph automorphism. 
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Then, by (c) the fix-point group of 7 contains Q(Q) or Q@), and by (b) the 
fix-point group of r) j Y((qe) contains Y(@); the indices are prime to Q as de- 
scribed in OAl. Consequently there is an embedding: 
or elqf) c “@(q”). 
Embeddings of this kind are listed in column IV of Table OAK 
B. Outline of Content 
Section 1 describes the root systems, the T/-orbits of roots, and a number of 
q-invariant sub-root-systems. The purpose of Sections 2B and 2C is to define 
a @(q”)-automorphism corresponding to the isometry 7, and prove OA7(a), (b), 
and (c). In order to show that this is possible in such a way that the group auto- 
morphism gets the same order as the isometry, it is convenient to let the way pass 
through the Lie algebra L(@) in Section 2A. 
The resulting embeddings are more closely described in Section 3. The group 
automorphism of OA7(a) may be defined in two different ways, but in Section 3A 
it is shown that these give the same kind of embeddings. By combining the 
(twisted) root-group structure of “Y((p”) with the root-group structure of Q(q) or 
@(qe) (untwisted or twisted, respectively) it is shown in Sections 3B and 3C 
that in most cases the embeddings are p-maximal, p = char GF(q). This means 
that no proper subgroup of 65(q) or “@@I”), with larger p-part than “Y((qe), 
contains “Y&(q”). A method for identification f the embeddings obtained for 
classical groups with known embeddings is applied to the cases 2A2,-1(qa) C 
D2,(q) and 2A2,(q2) C 2D2,+,(p2) in Section 3D. In Section 3E we end by some 
observations on other embeddings, which may be relevant to attempts to classify 
all embeddings OA3. 
1. THE ROOT SYSTEMS 
A. The @-Isometry 7 
1 Al. Notation. @ denotes an indecomposable root system spanning a 
Euclidean vector space V. For Y  E @, w, is the reflection w,: w -+ ~1 - 2~ . (w, Y)/ 
(Y, I), ZIE v. For any sub-root-system r Z,‘ @, W(r) = (w,; s E I’). I@(@) 
denotes the full isometry group of @; then @‘(a) = W’(Q) . D, where D is a 
group of isometries defined by the symmetry group of the Dynkin diagram, 
W(Q) g m(Q), IV(@) n D = 1. 
Each case where method OA7 will be applied is specified by the triple (@, Y, 7) 
with 7 E @(a) as follows: 
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lA2 
(b) Dmte Dmfla m 2 2 
(4 D,, A,,-, , m >, 2 
(4 4m+l &,3 , m Z 2 
f-p--- - - -----J+ 
(h) E, 
4 
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7 induces a third-order graph isometry of Y. 
The diagrams in lA2(a)-(i), (1) are the extended Dynkin diagrams of @. 
They are obtained by adjoining the lowest root M, with symbol m, to the 
Dynkin diagram of @; then (r, M) f 0 f or each fundamental root Y, and there 
are 0, 1, or 2 lines from M to Y as the angle between M and r is 90, 120, or 135”. 
In lA2(j) another root N, with symbol v has been attached to the extended 
Dynkin diagram; it makes a 60” angle with the fundamental root not in the A,- 
type subdiagram. 
Let 71 for the moment mean the indicated diagram symmetries. Then Y is 
taken to be the unique subrootsystem of the type indicated, defined by an 
T-invariant subdiagram of the Dynkin diagram in lA2(a)-(d), (f)-(h) and of the 
extended Dynkin diagram in (e), (i), (j); in (k), (m) (and (e)), Y consists of all 
long roots of @. 
lA3. There exists a unique 71 E I@(@) acting as indicated in lA2. 
Proof. For lA2(a)-(j) and (1) let {rr ,..., r,} be the fundamental set of roots 
of @; then the set S = {rr ,..., Y, , M} has the property that all inner products 
between roots in S are nonpositive. On the other hand the requirement that all 
inner products between roots in the set {yl ,..., rn , x} be nonpositive, x E @, 
forces --x to be in the fundamental chamber. Hence x = M in the one-root- 
length cases (a)-(d), (h)-(j), (1); in (e)-(g) the additional requirement that x be 
long forces x = M. In ( j) the extra root N is uniquely determined by the require- 
ment that each of the ten roots shall be contained in an Es-type subdiagram. 
Using the facts that IV(@) acts transitively on the fundamental systems of @ 
and that I$‘(@) contains isometries corresponding to all Dynkin diagram sym- 
metries, one may define 7 E @(a) by its required action on {rr ,..., rn}. Then 
obviously $P = Y, and the uniqueness properties show that 77 permutes the 
roots of diagrams (a)-(j) and (1); hence 12 = 1 for (a)-(j), q3 = 1 for (1). 
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For (k) and (m) IV(@) C I&‘(Y), an d comparison of orders shows that IV(@) = 
7@(Y); hence 17 E IV(@) is uniquely determined by lA2(k), (m). 
B. Some q-invariant Sub-root-systems 
lB1. Notation. Let I7 - 1; @ I_, , where Vi = {C E V, 7~ = E} and 
I’-, is the orthogonal complement to V, , and let Pr: Y ---f V, be the orthogonal 
projection. Set @er = CD C? T/_, 
This section establishes some useful facts about certain T-invariant sub-root- 
systems of CD. These facts may of course bc verified case by case by means of 
the standard models, but a reasonably unified approach seems more convenient. 
Some of the results are given in Table lB2. 
TABLE lB2 






































a N will be defined in Section 1C. 
lB3. dim V-r and Pr Y are as asserted in Table lB2, and Pr Y spans Vi . 
Proof. In lB2(a)-(i), dim 17C1 is the number of T-orbits of length 2 containing 
one or two fundamental roots; in (1) there are two q-orbits of length 3 containing 
fundamental roots, so each complex third root of unity has multiplicity 2 as 
an eigenvalue of 17. 
Pr Y is known from the construction of the twisted groups, and since Y spans 
Y in cases (j), (k), (m), the rest of the assertion follows. 
In the cases (a)-(d) and (h)-(j) consider a root Y E @ such that Y #- 57~. 
Then {I, or} generate a root system of type Ai2 if (Y, 7~) = 0 and of type A, 
if (Y, qr) # 0: 
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lB’+ x; *-+(f 
9o” 120° 
From the theory of twisted groups it is known that only 90- and 120”-orbits 
occur in Y. If {Y, 7~) and (s, qs} are two such orbits and Pr(r) = Pr(s), then 
{r, nr, s, qs} generate a three-dimensional y-invariant root system; inspection 
of the candidates Ai3, A, x A, , and A, shows that this cannot happen with 
60”-orbits. The only possibility is an A,-system containing either two n-invariant 
Ai2-systems or two v-invariant A,-systems as in lB4: 
9o” 120° 
Only a positive set of roots is drawn; the roots marked K are in @ker, and v acts 
as a 180”-rotation. 
Define a root system 0 in V, by 
lB6 0 = {Pr(r); (r, 7~) = (r, Y) .xwithx=-3,O,orl,rE~--ker); 
as in the theory of twisted groups it is clear that 0 is a root system, Pr Y C 0 and 
0 n Vi consists of the long roots in 0. The elements w, with r = or and w, . wb, 
with (Y, TY) = 0 generate a subgroup W(0) C IV(@) which stabilizes V, and 
permutes the roots of 0; when there are v-invariant A,-type sub-root-systems 
with 90”-orbits [the left-hand figure in lB5], W(0) does not act faithfully on 0. 
lB7. In cases (b) and (e)-(m), 17 E IV(@). 
Proof. In (b), 7 = (Y . /3 where 01 interchanges the two roots to the left in 
lA2(b) and fixes the rest, while /3 interchanges the two to the right and fixes the 
rest. Since 01, p E w(Q) - IV(@) and [m(Q) : IV(@)] = 2, we have n E IV(@). 
In (l), [I@(@) : IV(@)] = 2, and since n3 = 1, r) E W(Q). In (e)-(k) and (m), 
m(Q) = W(@) except when @ = B, , G, , Fe , but since n does not interchange 
the two W(Q)-orbits of roots, 7 E IV(@) in these cases too. 
481/53/I-10 
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With the definition 
1B8 A, = {s E @; (s, v) = O}, VE v, 
an important fact about reflection groups may be stated this way: 
lB9. If WV = v with w E W(Q) and v E V, then w E II’( 
For proof, see, e.g., [3, p. 281. 
IBIO. -1~ W(Q) if and only if @ contains a sub-root-system of type Ala, 
a = dim V. 
Proof. Let r E @. By lB9, (-1) . w, E W(d,) if and only if -1~ IV(@); 
now use induction on a, considering the restriction (--I) . w, / d,. . 
The extended Dynkin diagrams are useful devices for calculating d, where 
Y  E @ is arbitrary in the one-root-length cases and long otherwise; Y  is then a 
W(Q)-conjugate to M, and by erasing M and the roots adjacent to M, one finds 
the Dynkin diagram for A,. For the one-root-length cases, this leads to the 
following table: 
@ 4 A,,n > 2 D, 4 J-4 E, 
lBl1 __ 
A, @ An-, A, x &h-z ‘4 4 A, 
lB12. In cases (b) and (e))(k), Alb _C @ker with b = dim V_, , and 
-q E W(@er). 
Proof. This follows from 1 B7, 1B9, and 1 Bl 1: let v run through an orthogonal 
basis for VI . 
lB13. In cases (b), (e), (h), (i), and (k), @ker = A12, A, , A,“, ,q13, A, , 
respectively. 
Proof. This follows from 1B12 since no roots system I’ C V-, can properly 
contain A lb, i.e., A,b C r _C @ker =z- r = Alb. 
lB14. In case (a), @ker = A, and 7 $ IV(@). 
Proof. The long roots of Pr Y form an A,“-type sub-root-system r :=: 
Y n V, , so r C Y C @. By 1 Bl I r is contained in a unique Ay+l-type sub- 
root-system r x {r, -Y), and so @ker = {Y, -Y>. Since @=r does not span 
V_l,~$W(~)by1B9and1B10. 
lB15. In cases (c) and (d), @ker = Aim; in (c), 7 E W(Wr); in(d), v $ W(Q). 
Proof. If m = 2, (c) coincides with (b), so assume @ = D, , n > 4. By 
IBI 1 @ contains two W(Q)-orbits of sub-root-systems of type Al”; say {&r, is> 
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is in orbit I if d, n d, is of type D,-, and in orbit II if d, n A, is of type 
Al2 x D,-, . Each Y E @ belongs to a unique A12-system in orbit I. 
The long roots of Pr Y form an A,m-system r = Y n V,; since each I E Y 
by 1Bll is contained in more than one Ar2-subsystem of Y, and all Ar2-systems 
of Y are W(Y)-conjugates, r cannot contain any Ar2-system from IV(@)-orbit I. 
This by 1Bll forces @ker = A,“. The statement about 77 now follows from lB9 
and 1BlO. 
lB16. In cases (a)-(d) and (h), 0 = Pr Y and @ = @ker u (@ n Pr-l 0). 
Proof. From the diagrams of lA2 we see that at least two 90”-orbits have the 
same projection in cases (b), (c), and (d) [consider two v-invariant sub-root- 
systems of type Y defined by subdiagrams] and in (h) and (i) [the 90”-orbit 
consisting of the two end-roots of the &system must have the same projection 
as some 90”-orbit of the Es-system]. Similarly at least two 120”-orbits must have 
the same projection in cases (a) and (d). 
On the other hand this accounts for all roots in @; let F, K, S, H, and L be 
the number of roots in @; roots in Q, ker, short roots in Pr Y, half-roots in Pr Y; 
and long roots in Pr Y, respectively. Then in case 
(a) K+2S+4H+L = 2+2 . 2(m2-m)+4 * 2m+2m = (%m+1)(2m+2) = F; 
(b) KS4SfL = 4+4 ’ 2m+2(m2-m) = 2(m+2)(m+l) = F, 
(4 K+4S+L = 2mf4. 2(m2-m)+2. m = 2 3 2m(2m-1) =F, 
(d) K+4S+4H+L = 2m+4. 2(m2-m)+4. 2m+2m = 2(2m+l) * 2m =F; 
(h) K+4S+L = 6+4.24+24 = 126 =F. 
lB17. In case(j), @er = Al4 and 7 E W(@ker). 
Proof. From 1 B7, and 1 B9 it follows that v E W(@ker) and that @her contains 
a subsystem r of type A14; it must be shown that I’ = @er. By lBl1 there are 
two W(Q)-orbits of Ar4-type sub-root-systems; r may be contained in a D, 
subsystem [e.g., given by the D,-subdiagram of the Dynkin diagram] or not 
[e.g., given by four mutually nonadjacent roots in the Dynkm diagram]. 
Suppose if possible aker = D, . For each Y E 4p there then is an s E @ker with 
Y E il, [consider products (Y, t) where t runs through any A,-subsystem of @er]. 
Clearly d, is an T-invariant sub-root-system of type E, , and by considering 
subsystems of type Ari it is clear that the restriction r] ( d, is just the case (h) 
(or (i)) above. Hence by lB16, TY = Y, TY = -Y, or (Y, 7~) = 0, contradicting 
the existence of 120”-orbits in Y. Therefore @ker = A,4. 
lB18. In cases (f) and (g), @ker = Aim, Al;1+l, and 7 E W(@ker). 
Proof. The short roots of Sp form a D,-type root system A with n = 2m, 
2m + 1 [not additively closed in @I, and since 77 1 Y clearly cannot be extended 
to A in more than one way, IB 15 applies. 
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In case (f) all long roots are of the form I + s with C.&r, .;k~] 6 A in W(d)-orbit 
I, as defined in the proof of lB15. By choosing Y E @ker, s E 1,; , all long roots are 
accounted for, and so there are no long roots in @ker. In case (g) there are two 
more long roots, say &t, to account for; by lB7, 1B9, and lBl0 &t must be 
in @ker. 7 is then the product of the reflections in W(@ker). 
lB19. In case (I), @pi --- A,2 and 17 E W(@ker). 
Proof. Choose r, s E J/r n @ with (r, S) .< 0. Then d,. ~5 A, , and il,. and A,s 
are both of type A5 according to I Bl 1. By lB7 and 1 B I 1 17 E W(@er), and since 
@ker = A, n A,v must be a 4-dimensional sub-root-system of d5, the possibilities 
are @ker = Az2, d, x A, or A,. But since all third-order elements of W(,-l,) or 
W(A, x As) have I as an eigenvalue, it follows that @ker = A,*. 
lB20. In case (m), Qker = A, and 17 E W(Qiker). 
Proof. Again from 1 B7 and I B9, 9 E W(Gker); so @ker is two-dimensional 
and W(@ker) contains a third-order element; hence @ker = A, . 
lB21. In case (l), 0 = Pr !F’and @ = @ker u (@ n Pr-l 0). 
Pmof. Choose Y, S, t t @ n VI , Y + s = t. Then djker = A, n A, ::=: A, n 
d, = A,. n A, , and by counting roots we see there are 6 v-orbits with 3 mutually 
orthogonal roots in each of the AS-type v-invariant sub-root-systems A,. , A, , A, . 
Hence each short root in Pr Y is the projection of at least 37-orbits with 3 roots 
in each. Let F, K, S, and L be the number of roots in @, roots in @ker, short 
roots in Pr Y, and long roots in Pr !?‘, respectively. Then K + 9 . S -+ L = 
2 . 6 + 9 . 6 + 6 = 72 = F, which accounts for all roots in @. 
C. An T-Adjusted Ordering of @ 
An ordering > of di will be called T-adjusted if 
1Cl. Y, s E @, P,(r) = Pr(s) + 0, and Y > 0 imply s > 0. 
To find an T-adjusted ordering, choose a hyperplane PC V such that Vel C P, 
and then tilt P slightly, so that P n @ = D. Call all roots on one side of P 
positive; this ordering obviously satisfies ICI. 
Let the roots in a Dynkin diagram for @ be the fundamental roots for an 
T-adjusted ordering, and label the fundamental root r by 
1C2 KifrE@ker,LifrE@n V, 
and for Y 6 I/_, u VI by 
1 if (r, 7~) > 0, 
2, 3,499 if (Y, 7~) = 0 and @ n Pr-l(Pr(r)) contains 
2, 3, 4, and 9 W(Q)-conjugates of Y, 
5, 6 8 if (Y, qr) < 0 and @ n Prr(Pr(r)) contains 
4,2, and 8 W(Q)-conjugates of Y. 
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Let n be a set of fundamental roots with respect to an q-adjusted ordering 
of @. Clearly n contains a fundamental system for @ker and Pr IT--(O) contains 
a fundamental system for 0. Observe that 
lC3. 0 = Pr Y in cases (a)-(h) and (j)-(m); 
this is shown for (a)-(d), (h), and (1) in lB16 and lB21 and follows for (e), (f), 
(g), (j), (k), and (m) either by observing that Pr Y cannot be contained in a 
larger root system in I’, or by counting roots. Using the mentioned facts about 17 
together with the known structure of @ker and Pr Y, the diagrams are uniquely 
and easily determined except in case (j) (and, less essentially, the number of 
2’s to the left or the right in case (a)). 
In case (j), the four K-roots may be placed at four arbitrary mutually non- 
adjacent nodes in the Dynkin diagram for Es . Making a choice in this case, 
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lC5. Notation. Certain sub-root-systems given by subdiagrams in lC4, 
e.g., 
and their W(O)-conjugates are y-invariant and will be denoted as K4K-, 
5K5-, or KK9KK-systems. lB5 shows a K4K- and SKS-system. 
Let the W(@ker)-conjugates of Y be numbered Y = Y, , Ya , Ya ,..., Y, . 
Then obviously 
Moreover, here 
IC7. Nis as in 1B2. 
Proof. Each Yi is determined by the selection of one T-orbit in every Pr-l(r) 
with r in a fundamental system of Pr Y. By lB5 the reflection along a root 
s E @ker interchanges the T-orbits in any K4K- or SKS-system containing s. 
Hence in cases (a)-(i), N = 2” if q 4 W(@ker) and N = 2ap1 if 7 E W(Qker), 
where a is the dimension of the subspace spanned by @ker. 
In case (j) there are four choices of T-orbits in an q-invariant D,-type sub- 
root-system, so N == 4 . 2 = 8. In case (l), lB21 shows N = 3, while (k) and (m) 
are trivial. 
2. THE LIE ALGEBRAS AND THE CHEVALLEY GROUPS 
A. The L(Q)-Automorphism Q 
2A1. Notation. L(D) denotes the complex simple Lie algebra defined by @. 
Let II’ be the fundamental system used in lA2 for defining the isometry 17 in 
cases (a)-(j) and (1) and the T-adjusted one from 1C4 in cases (k) and (m). 
Then let 
{Xr; Y E @} u {H,<; s E II’] 
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be a Chevalley basis for L(Q). F or any sub-root-system r _C @, set L(r) = 
(X,; r E r). Q will denote an arbitrary component of Per; by lB2 Q = A, 
or A,. 
From the theory of Lie algebras we recall a few facts: 
2A2. The selection of a Cartan algebra in L(Q) determines the root spaces, 
and inside these the selection of {X,; s E n’}, X, # 0, is arbitrary and determines 
the Chevalley basis except for signs. For every r E @, X, determines X-r through 
the equation [[X, , X-,] X,] = 2 . X, . 
2A3. DEFINITION. Let fl,, ={r~lI’;qr #l7’}, and let x be a map, x: 
J&+(1, -l}. Define qz by 
7z: x, - UT . x,, I TEIr, 
where a, = f 1; a, = 1 if r E 17’ - 17,; ur = XT if r E n,, . 
According to the isomorphism theorem for Lie algebras this defines rlz as an 
L(a)-automorphism; inspection of lA2 and lC4 shows that n0 has one element 
in cases (a)-(i) and (1) and two elements in cases (j), (k), and (m). 
2A4 %Xr = WV with K, = &I, r e @. 
Proof. Write r = C 27, . s with s E II’, and express X, as a corresponding 
repeated Lie product with 1 C z, 1 factors X, or X-, , s E l7’. Application of 
q5 to each factor in the product shows that 71zXr = K,X,, with K, E 2. 
Now ~;l may be defined in the same way as Q, replacing n’ by $I’; both 
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and consequently their determinants are 1 or -1. By regarding the matrix for 
722 in cases (a)-(k) and for vz3 in cases (1) and (m), we then see that K, = fl, 
Notice that if r C Cp is a sub-root-system such that r)r = r, then Q.(r) = 
L(r). We next consider the restriction qz 1 L(r) in some such cases. 
2A5. In cases (a)-(k), 7% 1 L(Q) has order 2. 
Proof. Let 52 = {r, -r> and write 17 = qs. By 2A4 7X7 = ax-, , TX-,. = 
bX, with a, b = fl. By 2A2, 2aX-, = 27X, = q[[X7X-r]XV] = [[7X7, 
7X-J qXT] = [[ax-, , bX,] ax-,] = b[[X-,X,] X-J = 2bX-,; consequently 
a = b. 
2A6. In cases (1) and(m), 7% ( L(Q) has order 3. 
Proof. Let Q = {r, S, t, -r, -s, -t} with r + s + t = 0, and write 
7 = 7%. By 2A4 we may assume ?Xr = ax, and TX, = bX, with a, b = il. 
Using the standard matrix model for L(G) of 3 x 3-matrices, e.g., X, = Ez3 , 
X, = E,, , and X, = Es1 we find that TX, = 7[X-, , X-J = [TX-,. ,7X-,] = 
[ax-, , bX_,] = ub[X-, , X-,] = ubX, . Hence 7: X, --f ax, -+ ubX, -+ ab . 
UbX, = x,. 
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2A7. 7z 1 L(Y) has order 2 in cases (a)-(d) and (f)-(h); order 3 in case (1). 
Proof. Since 11’ n Y by lA2 is a fundamental system for Y’, this follows 
immediately from definition 2A3. 
2A8. In all cases (L(@ker), L(Y)) = L(Q). 
Proof. Inspection of IA2 shows that Y is maximal among the T-invariant 
sub-root-systems, hence (Per, Y) = @, and the assertion follows by taking 
Lie products. 
2A9. ?a has order 2 in cases (a)-(i); order 3 in case (1). 
Proof By 2A5-2A8 this is clear for the cases (a)-(d), (f)-(h), and (1). In 
cases (i) and (h) the L(Q)-automorphism vT is the same, so just case (e) remains. 
Let r be the B,,,-type sub-root-system fixed elementwise by 17 in lA2 e; then 
7X 1 L(r) = 1. Taking Lie products wc see that (L(@er), L(r)‘% = L(Q). 
Now the assertion follows from 2A5. 
2AlO. In cases (j) and (k), vE has order 2 for exactly two choices of x: 
II”-? (1, -I}. 
Proof If in lA2 j the roots are labeled 
then --M = 3r, -1 2r, + 4r, T 6r, + 5rj + 4r, + 3r, + 2r, , U, = {rr , ra} 
and v2: X,1 -+ ax,, X,z --f bXbI with a, b = & 1. Express X,vI as a corre- 
sponding repeated Lie product with 29 factors X_, , 1 .< i < 8. Then 7zXhr = 
a3 . bZ Y, where 1’ = 4 X,., is independent of s, and yz2X, = a3 b3 I’. 
Hence two choices of x give ‘qs /L(Y) order 2, and the assertioa follows from 
2A5 and 2A8. 
In 1 C4(k) let (P, 51 be an v-adjusted fundamental system with s E Per, so that 
7: s + -s, r --f Y -+ 3s. Here n,, = I7’ = {Y, s); let r/Z: X,. - ax,,,, , X, + 
bX-s > and choose XTT3,< =I [[[X,X,Y] X,J X,J for the Chevalley basis. Then 
7z2X, = a2 b3[[[X,,,,X . . . u] X-J X-J c an es sign with b, and the assertion h g 
follows from 2A5 and 2A8. 
2AI 1. In case (m), 7r has order 3 for exactly two choices of x: D, - { 1, - I>. 
Proof. Let r C @ be the q-invariant Ca-type sub-root-system given by the 
subdiagram %--5=-Z in 1 C4(m). Let {Y, s, U, V} be an y-adjusted fundamental 
system for @ such that Y, s, u E r, Y, s E Per, and set t = -Y - s. \;l’e may 
suppose 7: I + s --f t ---f Y. From the standard model r e, - e2 , s = e2 - e, , 
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and u = 2es , wefind~:e,--+e,+ea+er, hence mu = 2r + 2s + u. Choose 
X,, = [[[[X,X,] X,] X6] X,] for the Chevalley basis. Here fls = {s, u); let 
-q2: x, --+ x, -+ ax, ) x, - bX,, 7 a, b = fl. 
From 2A6, Q: X, + ax,. Now 
r/z: x, - ~[[[[wcl x,1 &I x,1 
- ~2~2mmws1 XVI x,1 %I x,1 x,1 Xtl x,1 
- b”u”[[[[[[[[[[[[X,X,l XVI &I x,1 &I x,1 &I Xsl %I Xtl Xl Xtl, 
which shows that ys3XU changes sign with b. 
2A12. If yr2 = 1, r, t E @ker have the same length and r)=X, = ax-,. , then 
also 7,X, = ax-, . 
Proof. By 1 C4 we may assume {r, s, t} is a fundamental system for r, where r 
is a K4K-system corresponding to a subdiagram %---&-- f. Identify L(r) 
with the standard model of 4 x 4-matrices, so that X, = E,, , X, = E23 , and 
Xt = E34 . Then 7%: El2 , E,, , E,, - aE2, , bEI , cE,, for certain a, b, c = fl, 
d-G:13 = rlJX2 7 E231 = [aE2, > b441 = abE,, 9 
1324 == 7dE23 , E341 = [bEu > 431 = bc43 , 
and so 
El3 = r/3c2E13 = ub . bc E13, UC = 1, a = c. 
Let K C Aut L(D) be the group of sign changes, i.e., if K E K, then 
2A13 K:&--tU;X,, SEII’, a, E{I, -I}. 
K is elementary Abelian of order 2eimV. 
2A14. LEMMA. 7% has the same order us 7 for exactly two choices of x: 
17,+{1, -l}, say x = y, z. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) qv and 7z are K-conjugates; 
(ii) Cp = E, , G, , E, , orF, [i.e., cases(j), (k), (l), (m)]. 
If v2 = 1, these conditions are also equivalent to 
(iii) vV / L(@jker) = 7j2 1 L(aker). 
Proof. The existence of exactly two x was proved in 2A9, 2A10, and 2All. 
We first assume 72 = 1 and prove (i) * (iii) 3 (ii). 
(i) 3 (iii) is clear since KX-~ = usXps , a, as in 2A13. 
(iii) 3 (ii): In cases (a)-(d) and (f)-(h), Q, / L(Y) = Q / L(Y); hence from 
2A8, Q, 1 L(@ker) # rlz 1 L(@ker). Case (i) follows from case (h). In case (e) the 
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same argument holds with Y replaced by the &,-type sub-root-system r = 
CD n V1; it is still true that (I,(@=‘), L(r)> = L(Q). 
(ii) 2 (i): For E, , take the notation from 2A10, and choose K E K such 
that KX~~ =I -X,? , KX~ = Xri for i f 2. From the Lie product expression 
x,, follows KX,u = xn<; 
For Gz , also use notation from 2A10, and choose K E K with Q,. = a, = - 1. 
Then KX,.~~,~ = K[[[X,Xs] &I x,1 = &+a; 
For F4 , take notation as in 2All; choose K with a, = a,? = - 1, a, = a, = 1. 
Then KX~ = JK[X-, , X-J = +-[X_, , X-J = X,; 
In E, we label the fundamental roots as: 
Here q: Ye + Ye + M, 170 = (r2j, nzXpz = ax,, Let K E K be such that 
KXTB = -Xra and KX,.~ = X,, for i f 6. Since -.W = 2r, + r2 + 2r, + 
3r, + 2r, + rs, we see that KX,~~ = -XM by expressing X&t as a corresponding 
repeated Lie product of Xvrl ,..., X_r6 . Hence, 
XI2 -2 xrz 2% ax, -: -- ax, 7+ 72xI.2, so Kr).$ i 7)x . 
In all four cases it is easily checked that KQ+X, ~-~ nzXs if s E fl’ - II, . 
2A15. COROLLARY. In cases (a)-(i) foe ma?, ckoose x =-: y, .z so that 
for all s E @r=r, except possibly s long in case (g). 
Proof This follows from 2Al2 and 2A14. 
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B. The @(qe)-Automorphism qz 
2Bl. Notation. Let L(@, q) be the Lie algebra L(@)z @ GF(q) over the 
field GF(q), L(@)z being the Z-span of the Chevalley basis from 2Al. X, @ 1 
is abbreviated X, , r E @. Let @(q) be the Chevalley group with generators 
x&> = exp(t . PX,), t E GF(q), r E @, 
p being a representation of L(@, q). Xr = {x,.(t);  E GF(q)} is the root group 
corresponding to Y E @, and for any sub-root-system I’ C @ we define r(q) = 
(X,; Y E r). As usual U+ = (X,; r > 0); U- = (X,; r < 0); B = NO(&U+); 
H = N@(,)( U+) n N,(,,(U-); n?(t) = xv(t) . x-,.(-t-‘) . XT(t) with r E @, 
t E GF@); N = (n,(t); r E@, t E GF(q)); the ordering is v-adjusted (see lC4). 
In 2B2-2B8 some information is collected about Aut Q(q), see, e.g., [3, lo]. 
2B2 n,(l) . x&) . 4-l = xw,dft), t E GF(q), T, s E @, 
w, E I%‘(@) being the reflection aIong T. 
2B3. Ifg E w(Q) - IV(@) ’ d m uces a graph symmetry of the Dynkin diagram 
(one-root-length cases), there exists a unique graph automorphism y E Aut @5(q) 
such that 
rxrw = X!&dh t E GF(q), Y E @ 
witha, = fl,a, = 1 ifsEn’or --sEIT’. 
2B4. If f E Aut GF(q), there exists a unique jield automorphism F E Aut Q(q) 
such that 
vxrw = xdf W? t E GF(q), Y E @. 
2B5. If d, E GF(q) - {0}, s E n, there exists a unique diagonal automorphism 
6 E Aut @(q) such that 
sx&> = x& . t), t E GF(q), T E @ 
with e, # 0, e, = e:i = d, for s E 17. A diagonal automorphism may or may 
not be inner. 
2B6. A Chevalley groups acts by conjugation transitively on the set of 
ordered pairs of disjoint p-Sylow groups, p = char GF(q). 
2B7. An automorphism which normalizes the p-Sylow groups U+ and U- 
permutes the root groups and can be expressed by diagonal, field, and graph 
automorphisms. 
2B8. Let D be the group of diagonal automorphisms. Then 
yi# E Inn D(q) . D implies yi = pi = 1, y and v as in 2B3 and 2B4. 
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Proof. Suppose +$ = a8 with S E D, 01 E Inn Q(q), 0~: x + gxx-1 with g, 
x E Q(q). Then 01 =- yi@Spl normalizes U+m and U-; hence g E H, a6 E II, 
&H = H, and a6 / N = 1. But then also yiFjxT = X, , so yi -_ 1; consc- 
quently $1 H = OG 1 f1 : : I, and $ = I. 
Since ys E AutL(@) is expressed by an integral matrix with respect to the 
Chevalley basis, it may also bc considered as anL(@, q)-automorphism. M?th e = 
the order of r] E I@(@), WC may now go on to the group @(q’): 
2B9. DEFINITION. Let yr have order e and define v,c E Aut @(q’) by 
rls: xT(t) -  exp(t” pvsX,) q = exp(a,.V pX,,) = ~~~(a$“) 
witha,: il,n,< = 1 ifsEn’-fl,). 
See 2A3 and 2Al4 above. It is easy to see that T”, defined this ~-\-a!. on the 
elements x,(r), may be extended to an automorphism: Let C be the Chevalley 
basis, and consider first the adjoint case. If M(ad X,; C) denotes the matrix of 
ad X, with respect to C, etc., then M(ad q,X,; ?I&‘) = M(ad X,.; C) and 
M(~z&(t*); T&‘) = M(xr(t”); C). Hence all commutator relations are preserved 
by yz, and it may therefore be lifted to the universal group. 
2B IO. LEMMA. If 17 E W(Q), then cp-'~" E Inn @(q’) II, and if 7 $ IV(@), 
then yqzplqx E Inn @(q’) D, where q~ is the eth-order jell automorphism x7.(t) - 
,yr(tq) and y is a second-order graph automorphism. 
Proof. By 2B2-2B4 we can find n E ;V such that if w: x - nxn l, then 
WV -v: x,.(t) - xr(W if 7 E W(Q), 
W-T %‘: xr(t) ---f x,(64 if 77 # IV(@) 
with 6, = &I, t E GF(q), Y E @. Hence we- 17X E D if 17 E W(Q) and wyym’+ E I> 
if 17 f$ W(Q). 
The existence of 7s settles the problem of OA7(a); we next check OA7(b): 
2Bll. 7” normalizes Yz(q’), 1 ./< i < n, and the restriction 7” I Y<(q’) has 
a twisted fix-point subgroup ‘!Ft(q,(g’) of type “Y(q’), 1 ‘( i < N. 
Proof. This statement is by definition of 7, q+, and + true for Y -= Y, _ 
Let wi E W(@ker) be such that w,Yr : Yi , i -m= I,..., N, and let n, = (st ,..., st> 
be an v-invariant fundamental system for Yr . Since ~w;-~j = ~~7s~ , we find 
with bJi = +I. 
Let & E D, sdxwzs,(t)) = xw,s,(dtjt). ‘men 
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where sk = ysi . If sle = si , then sj = wisj E ?Pi for all i, and bii is independent 
of i. It then suffices to remark that suitable choices of dij = &l will make 
dgldi,bij independent of i. 
C. The Conjugacy Theorem 
Let .Q be a component of Qker, e = 17 1 = the order of 7 E I@(@), and let the 
homomorphism 
2Cl 75 S-W, 4”) - Q(q”) 
be such that m{l + Eijt; t E GF(q”)} . is a root group of s2(qe) for all (i, j), i # j. 
Then, if e = 2, 
with a, b = f I, ab = 1 or - 1 according to 2A15. If e = 3, we may define 
yra such that T”Y~{I + Et&} = yo{1+ E,,t), and then 
with a, b, c = f 1.2C2 and 2C3 may be verified by checking that a, b, c can be 
adjusted according to the action of vz on root groups m{1+ Ei , t; t E GF(qe)}. 
Hence rlz ) Q(q”) has a fix-point group consisting of the ysz-images of the 
unimodular matrices of the following types: 
2C4 
with u, v E GF(q2); x, y, z E GF(q3) and a, b, c = 51. a * b . c = 1. 
Let R+, R-, and S be the algebra of all matrices of the first, second, and third 
type in 2C4. Let M(n, q) denote the full algebra of 12 x n-matrices over GF(q). 
2C5. LEMMA. There exist similarity transformations a+, a-, and /I of 
M(2, q2), M(2, q2), and M(3, q3), respectively, such that 
ol+M(2, q) = R+; OI-M(2, q) = R-; BW3, n) = s. 
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Proof. Let K = GF(q*); GF(q2); GF(q3) and let U be the K-vector-space 
GF(P~)~; GF(q2)2; GF(q”)” in the three respective cases. Let V be the GF(q)- 
subspace of U consisting of the vectors 
(75, v); (ZVQ, v); (cwQ2, bw”, w) 
where v E GF(q2), zc E GF(q3), b and c are as in 2C4, and a E GF(q2) - GF(q) is 
such that z* = --x 1. This means that x = k(t~+l/a)cq-r) for q odd and .z = W-r) 
for q even, t being an integer and (k) = GF(q”) - (0). The K-span of V is U 
since the vanderMonde-determinant / /Fj 1 =/ 0, i, j = 0, 1; 0, I ; 0, 1, 2 in the 
respective cases and (kj - K - (0). 
Clearly Rf, R-, and S have the same number of elements as M(2, q), M(2, q), 
and M(3, q) and it is easily checked that RI, R-, and S act GF(q)-linearly on I,’ 
by right multiplication. 
Now replace the standard K-basis of Uwith a G&‘(q)-basis of V. This basis- 
change defines 01+, n ~, and p. 
2C6. LEMMA. Let U: t --f x . tq be an additive automorphism of GF(q’“), 
x # 0, and let (k) = GF(qn) - (0). Th en 0 has jix-points dz$erent from 0 if and 
only if x E (kq-l). The set of fix-points is then t,, . GF(q), to being an arbitrary 
nonzero $x-point. 
Proof. Let x =:- k” and t = kb. Then t = o(t) is equivalent to the con- 
gruence (q - 1)b -L a = 0 (mod(q” - l)), which implies a = (q - I)c for 
some c and b t- c ~1~ 0 (mod(q” - I)/(q - I)). Hence 
where 
t :_ k-c~d+l)/(u-1 
1, d = 0, I,.. , q ~ 2, 
(k--l)/+‘)) c GF(q) - (O}. 
2C7. LEMMA. Let G be a finite group of Lie type and X, a root group of G, 
Y long in case of more than one root length. Then, for g E G, X7 n gX,g-1 ‘;i= 1 * 
XT = gx,g-1. 
Proof. Here gXr(t)g m1 = X,.(t’) f 1 for some t, t’. We may assume Y is the 
highest root, so X, C Z(V). Let g = uhnwzi in the Bruhat decomposition. Then 
hn,, . x(t) . n,lh-’ = u-l . XJt’) u = x?(t’), 
so, by 2B2 and 1B9, w E W(A,) andg E NG(X,). 
2C8. Notation. < denotes an q-adjusted ordering of @, II the corrcs- 
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sponding fundamental system; U+ and U- are as in 2B1, and we also introduce 
the subgroups 
v+ = (X,; Y > 0, r $ Qby, 
v- = (X,; r < 0, r $4 wer>. 
Notice that v”V+ = V+ and +V- = I/“. 
2C9. THEOREM. There exist w E Inn @(qe) and 6 E D such that SW~W-~S-~ 
is a Jield automorphism if 77 E W(a) and the product of a field and a graph auto- 
morphism if 7 # W(D). Moreover, w: x -+ g,yg-l with g E @er(qe). 
Proof. Consider first a component Q of Per. By 2C2-2C5 there exists a 
homomorphism /3o: SL(e, q”) --f Q(q”) such that &SL(e, q) is contained in the 
fix-point group of 75 1 12(qe). 
Application of 2B6 and 2B7 to each component !S of @ker shows that there 
exists an inner automorphism w: x --f gxg-l of @(q”) defined by an element 
g E @ker(qe) such that 
4W + W; t e GF(q”)} 
is a root group in @er(@) for all root groups (2‘ + Eijt} of SL(e, q”). Then, for 
t E Wq), 
wyw-l . w/3& + l&t) = wp,(r + Eljt). 
Because of 2C7, pa{1 + Eijt; t E GF(q)} extends to the unique root-group 
conjugate /Isa{1 + E& t E GF(qe)} in @(q”); th ere ore this equation implies that f 
2ClO wTfw-l ’ x, = XT for all r E aker. 
If s $ Wr and Y E @ker, s > 0, then (X, , X,) C V+ and (X, , X-J C V- 
by Chevalley’s commutator relations; since g E @ker(qe) this together with 
2C10 implies that 
wr)“w-l . iy+ = TJ+ and w7pw-l * u- = u-. 
Because of 2B7 this means that w~“w-~ permutes the root groups X, , r E @, 
and is expressible by diagonal, field, and graph automorphisms. Now 2B8 and 
2BlO pinpoint the coset of 7” mod(Inn @(q”) . D); hence 
2c11 UJ7fw-l . x4) = Xctabtg)~ r E @, b, E GF(q), 
with OL = 1 if 17 E W(Q) and OL a Dynkin diagram symmetry if 7 $ W(a). 
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If w = Y, then clearly 6,’ = 1. It is easily checked that if p f I (mod e), 
then this implies h,. = 1, while if q =ti 1 (mod e), then h, E (WI) where (k> =: 
GF(q’) - (0). Therefore, by 2C6 and 2C11, 
2C 12. if w = r, then w+~~ i X, has fix-point set {x((k;‘t); t E GF(q)} for 
some k;’ E GF(q’). Let 6 E D be such that s,,?(t) = x(d,t) for s E fl with d, = fz7 
if 01s = s and with d,,d,;~“b, : 1 if as -/= s. Then 
2C13 sw7pw ‘S-1 . /l&(t) = x,Jt*) for sE17. 
Since x5(t) . x+-t-’ a) x,(t) is in the monomial group if and only if a = 1, 
and the monomial group (= the normalizer of the set of root groups) is 
6w~fw~16-1-invariant, the relation in 2CI 3 holds for --s E 17, and the proof is 
completed. 
Thus OA7(c) is true, and the cases (a), (c)-(k), and (m) give the embeddings of 
column IV in OA8. Cases (b) and (1) give embeddings that may be obtained by 
combining two of those in OA8: 
2Dn(q2) C h(q) C Dn+l(s> and 3Ddq3) = F,(q) C 4(q). 
The existence of such a BJq) is unfortunately falsely denied in [l I, p. 6181, 
as will be established in Section 3. 
Cases (b), (c), Cd), (h), and (1) f orm a subfamily characterized by (I) @ has one 
root length; (2) the extended Dynkin diagram is a tree; (3) 17 is defined by a 
symmetry of the extended Dynkin diagram. This subfamily gives an embedding 
of each of the twisted groups, apart from those of Suzuki and Ree, in a larger 
group of Lie type. 
3. THE EMBEDDINGS 
A. A General Description 
3A1 Notation. Let Glc be the subgroup of @(q’) of type Q(q) or ‘@(q’) 
which is fixed elementwise by 7’. According to OAI GZ may be properly contained 
in the full fix-point group. 
For each Y EP~ @ - {0}, set 1-r =- (X,s; Pr(s) 7 ~1,. Since P,(s) ~ I’ =:- 
Pr(,s) = Y, 7”Y, I~= I’, . By Chevalley’s commutator relations @“r(q’) nor- 
malizes Y, , 
Let w and 6 be as in 2C9, and for each Y E @ define );Ir(t) = u-lS-l,y,.(t), 
t E GF(qe). Then 7” fT(t) = w-is-1 . Swq”w-r6-1 XT(t), i.e., 
77” . )7T(t) = )7,,(% . I’$ t E GQP), YE@ 
with a~ = 1 if 17 E I&‘(@), a: a Dynkin diagram symmetry if 7 $ W(Q); a, = :&l 
anda, = 1 ifsEI7or --sEI7. 
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Let A be the root system associated with G”, i.e., A = @; C,,,; and B,, 
for the cases (b), (c), (e)-(m); (a) and (d), respectively. If s EA n @, define 
j&(t) E G” by R&) = n$), t = &t”. If s E fl, s 4 @, so s = &(Y + CU) with 
I E @, (r, CXP) = 0, 01~ = 1; then define x8(t) = g?(t) * far(urtg), t E GF(q2). Set 
X, = {xs(t)}, s E fl, i.e., Xs is a root group of G”. 
For r E Pr Y let Xvi = G” n Y, n Y,(@), 1 < i < N, i.e., xri is a root 
group of Vi(@). The parametrization of &+ is as follows: 
T a long root: Y EP~ Y n r?; iTi = x?(t) with t = tq or t = -tq if 
TZxT(t) = x(F) or xT( -t*), respectively. 
Y a short root, 72 = 1: Y = &(s + 7s) with s E Yi , (s, 7s) = 0; 
Lk(t) = xs(t> . x7?s(zttP) with t E GF($). 
Y a half-root: r = +(s + 7s) with s E Yi , (s, 7s) < 0; 
?,i(4 4 = xs(t) . %s(&tq) - X244 with t, u E GF(q2), u + up = -&tq+l. 
Y  a short root, q3 = 1: Y = 1/3(s + 7s + y2s) with s E Yi; 
%-i(t) = xs(t) * x,&9 . x2kktg% t E GF(q3). 
Let < be the q-adjusted ordering of 2C8, and also let < denote the induced 
orderings of II and Pr Y< . We then introduce the following subgroups: 
iF+ = (X3; s > O), u- = (X,; s < O), 
oi+ = (&; Y > O), i7i- = (X& Y  < O), 
F+ = (3Js; s > 0, Pr(s) # 0), F- = (X,; s < 0, Pr(s) # 0). 
Observe that 
3A2 Gx n @ker(qe) = (W,; s E @er) (notice @ker C (1); 
3A3 Gx n Y,. = (x,; Pr(s) = r) = (&; 1 < i < N); 
3A4 j7+ z G” n lJ+ v- = G” n u-; 
3A5 oi+ c v+ c l7+, OJ v-c F, 1 <;<N. 
3A6. If Gr and G, are groups with subgroups Hl C Gr and H, C G, , and 
there exists an isomorphism 01: Gr + G, such that IX: Hr + H, , the embeddings 
HI C Gl and H, C G, will be called isomorphic. 
According to 2A14 there are two possible qE E Aut L(D). yz = rlV and Q = Tl; . 
Hence also 7” E Aut @(q”) as defined in 2B9 may be either 7~ or 12, and con- 
sequently either Gz = GY or G” = Gz. In order to study the embeddings and, 
in particular, to compare x = y and x =I x, it is useful to consider the restriction 
qz / r(@) where r is an q-invariant sub-root-system of @ of type K4K, X5, or 
KK9KK as defined in lC5. 
48I/j3/1-II 
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3A7. r a K4K-system. Let y: SL(4, q2) + r(q2) be a homomorphism such 
that y{l + J&t} = Xr for some r E r, and with I’ E @ker for (;,i) = (1, 2), (2, I), 
(3,4), (4, 3). Also let Y > 0 if i < j. For A E SL(4, q2), 
7”: yA - y(MA@M-l), 
where (AQ = (&)“, aMI, = bMz, = cMS, = dnil,, = I, and Al,, = 0 
otherwise, with a, b, c, d = f 1, i.e., 
G” n l’(q2) contains the elements 
3A8 
f, g, h, t, u, z’, .T, y E GF(q*), a, b = 4 I, such that the matrix has determinant 1. 
The structure of G5 n T(q2) may he found by the method of Sections 1 and 2: 
7X 1 T(q2) permutes the root groups according to the 2 order rotation of the 
extended Dynkin diagram of r : A,; this permutation corresponds to an 
element of W(r), and consequently 7”’ ~ T(q2) is conjugate in Aut r(q2) to a field 
automorphism. Therefore the fix-point group is of type A&q). 
This may also be seen directly. If b = -1 in 3A8, one may replace 7” by 
tTp+ where t: yA - y(DAPl) with D = diag{-1, 1, 1, lf; so assume b = 1. 
Then the matrices of 3A8 act by right multiplication GF(q)-linearly on the 
4-dimensional GF(q)-space of vectors (x*, s, J*‘J, y) if a = ab = 1 or (ZS, .T, 
,zy*, y) if a I= ab : - 1, ,v, y E GF(q2) and x E GF(q2) a constant such that z . z? = 
-1. 
Here consider the elements defined in 3A8 for which 
3A9 
it may be checked that these elements leave invariant the symplectic form 
3A10 “X “v - l-2 s2"y1 + x1 y2q - x2 yl". 
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On the other hand the equations f = x = t = v = 0 define an AI(type 
subgroup A generated by a subset of the elements satisfying 3A9. Let the 
symplectic subgroup defined by 3AlO be mapped onto E by y. Then E is of 
type C,(q), and we have the embeddings 
3A11 A C E C G* n T(g). 
Now define i@, I?, and Y, of Gx n r(@) by equations as follows [see 3A8]. 
fi is defined by 
h=t=u=v=O, gq+l - &fq+l = y+1 _ &y&4+1 = 1, 
i.e., ii?2 is the direct product of the two A&)-groups corresponding to I’ n Wr. 
fi C ii? with elements fi(g, y) is given by 
f=x=h=tzuzv=O, p+1 = yPi-1 = 1. 
3A12. l? is the direct product of one Singer cycle from each of the factors 
of A; 
a Singer cycle is a cyclic subgroup of order 4 + 1 in SL(2, q) or the homo- 
morphic image of such a group in PSL(2, a). With r E Pr(y n T), r > 0, p,. = 
Gz n Y, consists of the elements P,.(h, t) given by 
f=x=u=v=O, g=y=l. 
and the transposes of these matrices define Y-, = GZ n Y-, . The subgroups 
{P,(h, 0)) and {p,(O, t> are the root groups XTi from 3A1, r short. From the 
equation 
3A13 &g, Y) . %(h, t) . I-i@ Y)-l = %(gy-qh, gy-lt) 
follows that 
3A14. Yr = {P,(h, 0)) x {p,(O, t)} is the unique decomposition of Y, as 
a direct product of two R-invariant proper subgroups. A similar statement holds 
with P replaced by -r. Notice also that 
3A15 Gx n N n F(q2) n Qker(qz) permutes (?,(h, 0)} and {Y,.(O, t)}, 
N being the monomial group of Q(p), so that Gx n N n r(q2) n @kqf) is 
given by h = t = u = v = gf = xy = 0 in 3A8. Again r may be replaced by 
--r. 
3A16. r a SKS-system. Let y: SL(4, q2) -+ F(q2) be a homomorphism 
such that ~(1 + Eirt} = X, for some r E r, and with r E @her for (;,I) = (2, 3), 
(3, 2). Also let r > 0 if i < j. 
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Here 175 ] r($) is just the case lA2 (a) with @ = A, , so by 2C8 GxnI’(q2) is of 
type 2A,(q2). To see this directly, one may check that for iz E SL(4, q2), 
?y: yA - y(M . ((Ayy . Wl), 
where (A@)ij =: (Aijy, Mr, = M4r = -aM2, m: -bMz, -= 1 with n, 0 = &l 
and Mjj = 0 otherwise. 
Let s E r, s > 0, s $6 Qker and set I = $(s -I- 7s) E Pr ‘P. Then Y, = Gf n I;, 
consists of the elements 
3A17 
0 I 0 ax’1 
> 
000 1 
where X, y, z E GF(qz), axq+l + byq l :- z I- 2~. The transposes of these 
matrices give Y-r = G” n Y_, . The subgroups { Yr(x, 0, z)} and { Yr(O, y, 2)) 
are the root groups zri from 3A1, Y a half-root. Define M by 
3A18 k1 = iVF~nr(y2~(I:r) n Ncznrty2,( Y-,), 
so that M consists of the elements 
3Al9 
where A is a 2 x 2-matrix satisfying det A = h”-l and 
if C a consists of the elements 
p(h, K, g) = diag{h, k, g, h-*} 
with @-l = g*+r = /@Kg = 1. It is easily checked that 
3A20. R is the unique maximal abelian subgroup of M containing the 
Singer cycle {R( 1, k, g)} of the A,(g)-g rou corresponding to the K-roots. p 
It is immediate verified that Z(FT) = {yr(O, 0, x)}; write (x, y) for the coset 
Y,(x, y, 2) . Z( Fr) in Fr/Z( Ii,). Since 
3A21. R(h, h, g) . F&Y, y, z) . H(h, h, g)p’ = Y,(hk-‘x, h”gy, h”-Y4), 
and there is an induced action of i? on Yr/Z(YT), we get for t # 0 that 
B(h, R, g): {(s, tx); x E GF(q2)) ---f {(x, h2’~~%x); s E GF(q”)j. 
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From this one concludes that 
3822. {vr(q 0, x)) and {yr(O, y, z)} are the only B-invariant proper sub- 
groups of Y, properly containing Z( Yr). 
A similar result holds with r replaced by --Y. Note also that 
3823 Gx n N n r(q2) permutes {y,(zc, 0, z)} and (Yr(O, y, z)}; 
here G” n N n Q2) consists of the elements of M with A monomial in 3A19. 
3A24. r a KK9KK-system. Here Q3) may be described by means of 
6 x 6-matrices, conveniently partitioned into 3 x 3-matrices. 
Let 
AzB c i 1 D E E W6, q3), 
and let y: SL(6, q3) -+ F(q3) map root groups onto root groups, and assume that 
r/l E @ker(q3) if and only of C = D = 0. We may also assume that r/l E Gx n 
r(q3) if and only if B, C, D, and E all are 3 x 3-matrices as shown in 2C4. 
G* n r(q2) is of type A,(q); this follows from the theory of Sections 1 and 2, 
or may be seen directly from the matrices. 
If B = E = I and either D = 0, C monomial, or C = 0, D monomial, 
we have one of the root groups -%ri of 3A1, Y short. If C = D = 0, B and E 
monomial, we have the group G5 n N n F(q3); hence we observe that 
3825 Gx n N n r(q3) permutes &, , XV, , &, transitively in case (1). 
3826. THEOREM. The embeddings Vi(qe) C Go are isomorphic, x = y, z, 
1 <i<N. 
Proof. By remarks 3A15, 3A23, 3A25, and the proof of lC7, Gx n N 
permutes the subgroups “Yi(qe) transitively, 1 < i < N, so we may assume 
YJi = Y, = Y. 
In cases (j), (k), (l), and (m) there is a K E K such that q,~-~ = rlz; see 2A13 
and 2A14. Suppose KX,. = a,.X,. with a,= &l, YE@, and define SEDC 
Aut @(q”) such that Sxr(t) = x,(d,.t) with d, = a, (= a, * 1) for s E 17. From 
Chevalley’s commutator relations follows d,,, = d,. * d,; similarly u+.+JXr , X,] = 
K[X, , X,] = [KX, , KXJ = a, * us[X,. , X,]; so by induction on height drts = 
d, . d, = a,. * a, = ar+s for arbitrary Y, s. Then for each XT(t), 6q%1 . x7(t) = 
exp(dnT * d;’ . tg . pyrX,.) = exp(tq . pa,,r~yu;lX,.) = exp(tq . p71zXT) = 72x7(t), 
and so, in these cases, 8+P = qz. Since W(q”) = Y(q”), the assertion follows. 
In cases (a)-(i) we prove 3A26 by describing the family of subgroups eYi(q”), 
1 < i < N, in terms of the root groups xr, r E fl of G”, and independently of 
whether x = y or x = z. 
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By 3A12, 3A14, 3A18, 3A20, 3822 the set of root groups 2ri is completely 
determined by the Singer cycles in each Gx n Q($), Q a component of @ker. 
All Singer cycles in Gx n L?(q2) are conjugates, and G” n Y, is GZ n @er(@)- 
invariant. Therefore, by 3A2 and 3A3, each selection of Singer cycles determines 
a set of twisted root groups zyi, which in turn define N twisted embedded 
subgroups of type FY(qp). 
B. Commutator Relations 
In this section we consider cases (a)-(e) and (h)-(m). 
Between the rootgroups zTi , r E Pr Y, for a fixed i, 1 < i < ni, there are 
the usual commutator relations of twisted groups. After suitable parametrizations, 






G?dth M4 = ~,+,,kkl-tu); 
t, u E GF(q) if Y and s are long; 
t, u E GF(q2) if r and s are short. 
3B2 
(i&i(“)> Mu>> = i?S+T,i(Ikt4 . ~2s+r,i(IktQf14, t E GF(q2), u E GF(q); 






(7isi(V>, %,2,&  u>) = fs+T,2.i(*~~, *uva+l) . %+,(zMJ), 
t, u, v E GF(q2) and u + uq = tl+Q. 
cts+r/2,i (v, WI? );lr,a,i(C 4) = 2S+7,ikkw~ 
t, u, a, w E GF(q2), u + uq - tl+* = w + wg - d+q = 0. 




(?Si@)> i2s+r.iW = );ls*+kt+~ + uQtq + ~qa~9, t, u aGF(q3); 
(lisi(G lis+7,&)) = f28+T.i(k(Uqtqa + u”“t”)). 
g3s+r*i( f(utQ+QB + uQtQB-+l + z&-Q)). 
~3s+2r( j-(uQ+W + d*+Qt + d++)), t, u E GF(q3); 
%iW9 %iW = ~s+,.ikk~~) . f2S+7.i(&Utq+q*) * ji3S+T.i(i~~1+q+q*). 
X3s+2r.i(f2~2~1+q+qa), t E GF(q3), u E GF(q). 
Chevalley’s commutator relations for untwisted groups may be recovered from 
3B1, 3B2, 3B4 by restricting the parameters to GF@). 
Other commutator relations will also occur. If Xvi , xj are such that there 
is no k, 1 < k < N, with &, = .J& , xSi = x8,, then the relations are trivial, 
i.e., (X,, , Xsj) = 1 except in case (j) [see 3B9], and case (l), Pr Y = G, , where 
[see 3B4] 
3B5 6&W, i$+r.du)) = f2s+r,k(fW, k f i f j f k t, u E GW). 
If @ has two rootlengths, i.e., cases (e), (k), and (m), the short roots of Pr Y are 
projections of one orbit of long roots and one (of length 1 or e) of short roots. 
With the orbit of short roots we associate a “quasi-root group” 2,. , r e Pr Y, with 
elements j&(t). or &(t, u). There are three such situations, 3B&3BfJ: 
3B6 
This situation occurs in case (e); 
W) = xa(% t = tqor t = --tQ, 
and with reference to 3B2, there is the relation 




This situation occurs in case h; 
after suitable parametrizations, t, II E GF(q3); since ~zy&u) = xs,( -ug), we have 
u + uq = 3 tl+q. 
3B8 
This situation occurs in case (m); 
X1/3kz+noi2a)(~) = x,(t) . xna(t9 . Xn%P2) E G" 
after suitable parametrizations, t E GF(q3). We will not need all commutator 
relations involving these elements. It suffices to notice the following, with 
reference to 3B4: 
(is(t), iTi( = gs+T(&tu) . ... (higher terms), 
(&+S(t), 2Si(~)) = ji2s+r(&tu) . ..’ (higher terms). 
3B9. In case (j), Pr @ - {O] 1s not a root system, since Pr(a) has length 
4 3rj2 . 1 a 1 if {a, ~a) is a 60”-orbit. A model for Pr 0-(O) is &ei> u {&2ei} u 
{iei + 4 u {iei f ej i 4, 1 &i,j,k,(4, i#-j+k#i. If (a,~a) is a ” 
60”-orbit, let X,,,,,,, consist of the elements 
it(a+m)W = x&> . x,aW’) E G”, t E GF(@). 
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Two constellations occur that give rise to commutator relations: 
Here s is the projection of a 60”-orbit; s + Y of two 90”-orbits; r/2 of four 
120”-orbits, as indicated by one; two; four small circles. 
If -%M and -%+r~z,~ are such that there is no k, 1 < k < N, with xr,,,i = 
X,%lC and ~s+‘s+r~B,~ = ~s+r,P.~ y there will be a nontrivial relation of the type 
&,,i > ~s+w) c K+r * For our purpose it suffices to register that 





We also record the relation 
associated with the second constellation. 
C. p-Maximality 
3Cl. Notation. Let DA be the set of fundamental roots of A derived from 17, 
i.e., I7, = IIif @ = A and 
For any J C: I;r, , PJ is the corresponding parabolic subgroups of G”. There 
is a normal series O,(P,) Q PJ* 4 PJ p = char GF(q), where P,* = 
<uf, X,; s E J). Set K = {Y; r E @ ker n I7> [recall that Qker C A; then KC ITA]. 
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If E is a finite group, D C E a subgroup and p a prime, we will say that D 
is p-maximal in E if for a subgroup F 
DCFCEandpI[F:D] imply F = E. 
3C2. LEMMA. NGz(ri,+) C Px , 1 < i < N in cases (a)-(e) and (h)-(m). 
Proof. Let h E !& be the highest root (with respect to the ordering induced 
from the v-adjusted ordering of @ for which 17 is a fundamental system). h is a 
long root in Yi , hence h E @ 17 V, C (1. We may assume h is highest in fl, too; 
this is automatically true in cases different from i, since then !& n VI = 
@ n V, for all i. In case (i), C, = Pr Y, C Pr Q-(O) = F4, so by picking a 
suitable T-adjusted ordering, h becomes the highest root in (1. [Here C, C F4 
means only a set-theoretic inclusion; C, is not additively closed in F4 .] From 
the commutator relations 3Bl-3B4, and 3Al follows that: 
3c3 
and consequently 
3c4 N,,( oi+) C N&$) = PJ , 
where PI is the maximal parabolic subgroup of G” which is obtained by removing 
from the Dynkin diagram for /l the root that is adjacent to the lowest root in the 
extended Dynkin diagram. It is helpful to the argument to list the Dynkin 
diagrams and label the roots the following way: K if the root is in @ker or A, B, 
C,... for further reference. ‘The root to be removed is B in cases (b), (e) and A 







(h, i) E, !&--%---&-&--~-~ 
hK 
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I OK 
oA 
We first want to show that 
Except for cases (b) and (e) this is clear, since A is the root to be removed. In 
cases (b) and (e), however, we get 17,(B) instead of 17,-(A), but starting with 
this, we prove 3C6 by the following argument: 
3C7. Suppose y E No@~+) and y = u’hn,u in the Bruhat decomposition of 
Gx [with respect to the root-group structure {xr} and nA]. Since y E Pn,+j , 
w = w,a . w’ where wA is the reflection along A and w’ is expressible by 
reflections along roots in l7,-(A, B}. Clearly a = 0 or a = 1, and we will show 
that a = 0. Since A E 0 A A n VI [see lC4], xA = xA, C oi+ C u+. 
Pick )7/(t) # 1. Then, using commutator relations, 
for certain t, . 
Hence, if a = 1, n,u . R~(I) . u-%z-,’ # fl+, and consequently y . zA(t) * y-l $ o+. 
This implies y 6 No,(od+). Hence a = 0 and y E PflA-tAl . 
It is now enough to compute modulo O,(Pn,-(a}); the non-K fundamental 
roots are removed one by one in the order A, B, C,... . The K-roots remain, so 
if Y, n O,(P,,-(,j) # 1, then G* n Y,. C O,(PnA-(al). Hence the situation 
repeats itself. The result will be that the K-roots define a direct product. 
The last removals must in some cases be considered separately. 
(b), (c), (h), (i) When four connected roots remain beside the detached 
K’s, we are back to case (b) with @ = D,, and apply the argument 3C7 to 
remove the last two non-K roots. 
(1) To remove B from 5%--8---L-- %, use a model with 6 x 6- 
matrices as described in 3A24. 
(m) pLy1 = Gz 
isshownin3B4.3s+r,3s+2rE@nPrY1nAn VI, 
2 - X3,+,, and <x3s+27.1 , -Jf3,+,.l) = <J735+27 , x3StT) are characteristic 3s+27.1 
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subgroups of cl;-,-, being the first and second term in the upper central series. 
From diagram 3B4 and Chevalley’s commutator relations, it is then obvious that 
[Abusing notation a bit, K u {s} means K u (Pr-r(s) n n,).] 
3c8. THEOREM Let y E ;\TGs(oiTi+) haze order relatkely pyirne to the order 
of H (the diagonal subgroup of GY). Then, in cases (a)-(e) and (h)-(m) 
Except possibly for q = 2 in case (e), 
ya E G” n Q(q”) n N, i.e., ya is the y,-image of a monomial matrix in 2C1. 
Proof. By 3C2 and the assumption on the order of y, we have y E PK*. 
Since P,,* = (DflGZ n .Q(y”)) pi, y may be expressed as asserted with 
yn E Gx n Q(q”), u E v~;m. It remains to be shown that ya E N. 
If CD has one root length, i.e., cases (a)-(d), (h), (i), (j), and (I), this may- be 
checked by matrix calculation, restricting attention to G” n r(q”); it suffices to 
let r be a K4Kqstem in cases (b), (c), (d), (h), (i), and (j), a .5K5-system in case 
(a) and a KKBKK-system in case (1). Th e matrix models are those of 3A7, 3A16, 
and 3A24 consisting of 4 x 4-, 4 x 4-, or 6 x 6-matrices, respectively. 
If CD has two root lengths, we make use of the following result: 
3c9 Gx n Q(g”) n N is maximal in Gx n Q(q’). 
This means that the normalizer of a cyclic subgroup of order (4” - I)/(q - 1) 
in SL(e, q) is a maximal subgroup, e = 2 and 3. Instead of giving a direct 
proof, we refer to [6, p. 213; 8; 51, which give complete lists of subgroups of 
SL(2, q) SL(3, q), q odd; SL(3, q), q even, respectively. 
Now the remaining three cases may be checked; it is enough to restrict 
attention to subgroups corresponding to 3B6-3B8. 
(e) With reference to 3B6, Gx n B(q2) = (X,s , X,,,) acts on G” n I’,, =
X,X,Xn, as a GF(q)-module. We will show that there is no 2-dimensional 
submodule. If q is odd, Chevalley’s commutator relations show that the module 
is irreducible. 
If q is even, the matrices for zs(t) and f,Jt) with respect to the basis {or, 
i%(l), LO)> are 
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and X, is a submodule. Any 2-dimensional submodule M must be given by an 
equation: M = {xl.@> xd4 x4 c ; cuz + /3b + yc = O}. Application of j$t) and ) 
Qt) shows that j3 . ta + y . Pa = 01 * t2c + j3 . tc = 0 for all t and all (a, b, c) 
satisfying (YU + fib + yc = 0. Hence the matrix 
t 
P 
et: PI 0 i 
0 0 t@ + p> 1 
must have rank 1 for all t. If /3 # 0, t may be chosen to make the rank # 1, since 
4 > 2. Hence /3 = 0, and M n X0 # 1. Therefore X, C M. But the matrices --- 
above show that the quotient X,X,X,,,/Xa is irreducible, a contradiction. 
Since Q(q2) n N normalizes X,X,,, , Gz n Q(@) n N will normalizes 
Gx n X,X,,, = X=, , which by the definitions of 3Al is a 2-dimensional GF(q)- 
subspace of X,X,X,, . By the nonexistence of 2-dimensional submodules and 
3C9, yo must be asserted. 
(k) With reference to 3B7, Gx n Q(q2) = (X, , Xv,) acts on GO n Y, = 
-- 
XrXs+r~2s+rX3s+r~~s+2~/~~~+~~ as a GF(p)-module. If char GF(q) # 3, 
Chevalley’s commutator relations how that it is irreducible. 
Take {%+dl) . -%s+2rl as a basis. If char GF(Q) = 3, the matrices for xs(t) 
and n,,Jt) are, with unspecified signs, 
(; ” 7 7) and (jt3 ii2 jt i). 
This shows that XS+T~2S+T~~S+2T/~~St21. is an irreducible two-dimensional 
submodule, and we will show that it is the only two-dimensional submodule. 
Any such module, say M, must be given by equations: 
M = {ii&) . ~(4 . )72s+r@) . ~a+@) . &+w; 
oru + /3b + yc + 6d = a’u + /3’b + y’c + S’d = 01. 
Application of Xs(t) and Qt) shows that 
B(zkta) + y(&t2a zt t4 + Qt&) = 0 = +kt3d) + B(&tc + t2d) + y(M) 
and similarly with OL’, p’, y’, 6’. Hence, the matrix 
A= irt 0 
0 
&-t + y’t2 f S’P &y’t 0 0 
0 ZtPt I&t3 + Pt2 i yt 
0 +7t &dt3 f /!3’t2 & y’t 
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must have rank 2. To see that this implies /3 = ,8’ = y = y’ = 0, observe first 
the equivalence (y = y’ = 0) 9 (/3 = j?’ = 0). Hence t may be chosen so 
that An # 0 or Aj, # 0 with i = 3 or 4, j = 5 or 6. Taking minors from three 
lines, including the two first, we then see that 
If not p = ,f3’ = y y’ = 0, we also find 
contradicting the independence of the equations. 
Q(@) f7 N normalizes X,X,,Xs, , so Gx n Q($) n N will normalize GZ fl 
-GF,,X2, = -% and ~J&s1-2T y which by the definitions of 3Al is a 2- 
dimensional GF(q)-subspace of G” r\ Y,,/Xas+2,. Obviously X,,,,,X:$\. Zr -,k M, 
so by uniqueness of M and 3C9, ,z’~ must be as asserted. 
(m) With reference to 3B8, Gx n Q(q3) = (X,$ , x7,v, X,,,, acts on 
Gx n %3(r+nr+nLr) : GLX,~, X$!?,,,X+, as a GF(q)-module. If char GF(Q) j, 
2, Chevalley’s commutator relations show that it is irreducible. 
If char GF(q) = 2, the\- show that X,X,,X,,,, is an irreducible sub- 
module. Let _y = x,(a) x,Jb) x,sr(c) x((d) x,,(e) x+,,(f) be an arbitrary element ~ - .- 
of the module. If JJ $ X,,X,,,X,,?, , we may without loss of generality assume 
a #: 0. Replacing 3’ by z = (~~+,,~(t), 3’) with t :# 0, we get a : c := J ~~ 0, 
~ d # 0, and so (X,, , 2) -IT,, c ~J&,&,, . Therefore X,X,,,,X,,,, is the onlv 
nontrivial submodule. 
Q(q3) n N normalizes A-,Xn,X+, , so G” n Q(q3) n A7 will normalize 
G” n X,X,,&,~,. = 21 3(,.-,ir+,+r),l  which by the definitions of 3Al is a GF(q)- 
subspace of the module. Since Gx n X,Xn,X,,,,. # Gx n X,X,,,&, = 
-LY?,&17 , the uniqueness of X,XV,X+, and 3C9 show that -sn must be as 
asserted. 
This completes the proof of 3C8. 
3ClO. THEOREM. Let p = char GF(q), pick any i, 1 < i < N, and consider 
cases (a) and(c) with m > 2, (d) and(e) with q > 2, (h)-(k) and(m) [i.e., the cases 
from 3C8 except case (c) with m = 2, and cases (b) and (I)]. 
If e + p OY 7 $ W(Q), then ?Yi(qP) is p-maximal in Gz. 
If e = p and 7 E W(Q), there exists a p-maximal subgroup T C G” surk that 
eYi(qe) (i T and [T: %V@)] = p. 
Proof. It is convenient to present the argument in eight steps, 3Cl l-3C18. 
3C11. GZ n Q(q’) n N has a p-Sylow subgroup of order p if p m= e, and no 
elements of order p if p f e, 
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This is immediate by considering the monomial matrices of the types in 2C4. 
3C12. NGz(oJ n @ker(qe) has a p-Sylow subgroup of order p if 7 E IV(@) 
and p = e, and no p-elements if 7 $ IV(@) or p # e. 
If p # e, this statement follows immediately from 3Cll. If p = e, pick a 
p-element xsa E Gs n J2(q”) n N. Then xs = yn(A) with yn as in 2Cl and A 
of shape 
xo permutes the root groups X, , Y E @, hence also the root groups Xsi, 
sEPrYi. 
The diagrams of 3C5 show that a product JJ xo (with Q running through a 
subset of the components of Gker) normalizes all X,+ (r E Pr Yi , i fixed) if and 
only if the product contains one xn # 1 for each component Q of Wr (in case (1) 
the selected elements xsa must be of appropriately matching matrix shapes as 
well). Then n xsa induces the same permutation of the root groups X, as 7” 
does. Therefore, this can happen if and only if 77 E IV(@). 
If p = e and 7 E IV(@), set x = nRcrgker xo as above; then x has order p, and 
x E NGz(lji+) n NGz(eY&e)). Define Sand T by 
s = (x) ’ ui+, T = (x) . “Yd(qe). 
Clearly S is a p-Sylow subgroup of T. 
3c13 N,,(S) c Px (here p = e and q E W(0)). 
Since x centralizes all X, for r E @ n I’, , Z(S) = Z(od+). The proof of 3C2 
carries over to this situation without essential change. 
3C14. Suppose p J; e or 7 $ IV(@), and that Q is a p-group such that 
oi+ C Q C NG2(oJ and [Q: oi+] = p. Then 
iii+CQn V+ (proper inclusion). 
LetyEQ-oiandwritey=ny,. u as in 3C8. flysa permutes the root 
groups Xrj , 1 < j < N, for fixed Y. By commutator relations, u does not 
induce a nontrivial permutation of the XVj , so nysa must normalize each Xrj . 
Hence fl ya E NGz( oi+), and by 3C12, nya=l, y=uEQnF+-Di+. 
3C15. Suppose p = e and 7 E IV(@), and that Q is a p-group such that 
S C Q C NGz(S) and [Q : S] = p. Then 
oi+ C Q n T+ (proper inclusion). 
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LetyEQ-S.By3C13,y=ny~.uwithy,ESZ(qe)nG”,uEV~..ynor- 
malizes r+ n S = &+, so by 3C8 and the argument of 3C14, nya E N,%(Gi+). 
Let x = n xn be as in the definition of S. Then (x, n ysz> is a p-subgroup of 
N&cTi+) n @er(qe) [look at PK module O,,(P,)], and (x, nyn) must by 3C12 
have order p. Therefore 
n 3’s> E (x> c St 14 E Q n r/j - S C Q n P+ - lJi+. 
3C16. To prove 3C10, it therefore suffices to prove that if x E vi- - i?i~ , 
then (x, “Yi(qP)j = G2:. 
Suppose then that x E -i; - aim . After multiplication with elements from 
ii,+ we may without loss of generality assume that x = xi xz .‘. x12 , where 
(i) all xn # 1, 
(ii) x0 E zr~,,),~ for some j or xc, E ri,,,, and a < b 3 Y(U) < r(b) (with 
respect to the ordering of Pr @ - (0) induced from the q-adjusted ordering of @), 
(iii) x1 , xn f$ 0~‘-, i.e., xa E Xr(,),j ,b X+r~~j,~ or xn E 8,,(,, for n = 1, n. 
3C17. It is possible to reduce to the case n = 1, except in case (1): 
If n > 1, we replace x by a suitable commutator (x, ?Jt)). After multiplication 
with elements from cr?‘i-i, we find an element x’, 1 7’: X’ = x1’ x2’ ... x,~’ E 
(x, Q-9 with 1 # x1’ E z,sj + zSi or E k,< and s > r( 1). That this is possible 
in cases + 1 is checked by means of the commutator relations of Section 3B and 
the standard models of Pr C&(O) (see 3B9 in case (j)). If m > 1, repeat. 
In the cases other than case (l), this uphill element chase will result in an 
element x as above, but with n = 1. 
In case (1) there is the following snag: for each short root r E Pr &(O) G, , 
there are three rootgroups Y?<.i , 8,, , gr3 , and if i m: I (say) and x == irL(t)2?a(~), 
it may be impossible to obtain a separation, i.e., to get an element i 1 in either 
gSz or 8,, for a short root s E Pr @{O). 
3C18. Having obtained an clement x ;i’- I either in Y?,., where 8,.,, F Jyl.i 
or in L?r for some I E Pr C&(O), the next goal is to obtain the full root group z7 j 
or the full quasi-root-group x’,. . Then, by- conjugation with elements in 
N n “‘ITi and by taking more commutators, we obtain all such groups, and 
therefore 
To obtain one full root group or quasi-root-group outside ‘Y>(q”) as wished, 
we again use the commutator relations of Section 3R. It turns out that this goal 
is always attainable, except in cases (b) and (c) with m = 2 (for m = 2 cases (b) 
and (c) coincide). 
In cases (b) and (c) with m = 2 we encounter a second snag: there are no 
commutator relations of type 3B1 available, and so, if x ~- 2?,(t) $8,., , t E GF(q), 
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it is not possible to obtain the elements &(u) with u $ GF(q). This is illustrated 
in 3A9-3A11: for a short root r E Pr Cp-{0}, 
If 3Bl is available, it is used as follows: find k, 1 < K < N, such that zrj = 
zr, and Tsi = xTSk; then t?&>, Mu>) = fr+diW $ .%+s,i . In case (4 
3B3 serves a similar purpose. 
This completes the proof of 3ClO. 
Cases (b) and (1) (and case (c) with m = 2) do in fact give embeddings for 
which the conclusion of 3ClO is false. 
3C19. Case (b). Consider the extended Dynkin diagram of @ = Dm+2: 
r1 0 




Mm ‘1 rmt2 
and define 01, p E w(Q) by curl = M, olM = r1 , and olri = ri for i > 1, and 
Brm+1 = rmt2 , Pm,, = r,+l , /3ri = ri for i < m + 1. Define correspondingly 
a:) B 6 Aut @(cd by Px#) = xm,W and qri(t) = xmri(Kitn) with ki = 1 for 
i > 1, K, = f 1. Choose kr such that a/3 = /3a = 7”. Then /3 gives the embedding 
B,+l(q2) C D,+,(q2) = Q(p). B,,r(q2) is normalized by 01 and 7”. 01 1 B,+,(q2) 
is case (e), so we obtain 
3C20. Case (1). Let 01 E l@(Q) correspond to a second-order Dynkin 
diagram symmetry. The orthogonal projection of Q, = E6 onto the 1-eigenspace 
for 01 is a root system of type F4; its long roots form a system I’ of type D, fixed 
elementwise by a. Extend a fundamental system for r to a fundamental system 17 
for @p; then let 7 E W(Q) induce a third-order rotation of the extended Dynkin 
diagram corresponding to ZI. Clearly 0171 = vcll. 
Now consider the subgroup A C Aut L(a), where 
A = {/I E Aut L(D); /3X, = d,X ,m7, r(B) E <a:, v>, 4 = fL 4 = 1 for r f r>, 
and subgroups C, E, and D: 
B =(P’EA;Y(v) = 11, E=GP~A;I+P)~<+~, D =b~A;~(d~(rl)). 
Here /I --f r(p) is a homomorphism of A on to (01,~) with kernel B. An applica- 
tion of 2A9 shows that v has order 3 for all ‘p E D - B. Hence there are four 
3-Sylow subgroups in D; let S = (T& b e one of them. S normalizes B, E, and 
481/53/I-= 
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E - B. S acts transitively on B - {I} because B permutes the 3-Sylow sub- 
groups of ZI transitively. Hence S cannot centralize all elements in E - B. 
Therefore C,(S) has order 2, containing an element 01~ (say) of order 2, ol,~E- B. 
So we have LY$ corresponding to 01, qa: to q, and (~~7~ = ~~a~. Now let #E 
Aut @(q3) be the graph automorphism given by 
Gxr(t) = 011 exp(tpx,) = exp(t . p(4G)) = x&if). 
Then ~1~7” = ~sc?, 17% normalizes the fix-point group F,(g3) of $, and 7” j F,(q3) 
is just the case (m). Hence the fix-point group of 7” j F,(p3) is isomorphic top,(p) 
and contains a copy of 3D,(q3). This gives the embeddings 
D. Some IdentiJcations 
In cases (c) and (d) one may choose @($) = D,,,(p2); ozm+r($) to be the 
groups Q+(4m, q2); Q-1.(4m + 2, 42). The embeddings “!?‘Jp”) C Gx, i.e., 
3Dl 24??-l(q2) c ~2&); 2A2?n(q2) c 2~2m+,(P2), 
obtained by the construction OA7, are in classical group notation 
3D2 SlJ(2m, q) C !3(4m, p); SU(2m + 1, 9”) C @(4m + 2,q). 
An embedding of special unitary groups in orthogonal groups may be obtained 
within the framework of classical group theory by regarding the Hermitian form 
over GP’($), which defines the special unitary group, merely as a quadratic form 
over GF(q) : 
Let U(n, q2) be the unitary group defined by a nonsingular Hermitian formf 
in an n-dimensional GF(q2)-vector space V, and then consider f as a quadratic 
form over GF(g) defining an orthogonal group 0&(2n, 4) in V regarded as a 
2n-dimensional GF(g)-vector space. Then U(n, q2) and 0+(2n, 4) consist of 
respectively the GF(q2)-linear and the GF(q)-I inear transformations of V which 
leave f invariant, and consequently there is an embedding U(n, q2) C 0%(2n, 4). 
Restriction to transformations of determinant 1 show-s that SU(n, s’) C S0+(2n, 4) 
and, because of the simplicity of PSU(n, q2) except for n = 4 = 2, 
3D3 SU(n,q2) c Q*(2n,g), n > 2, 
where B(2n, 4) is the commutator subgroup of 0’(2n, 4). 
The main purpose of this section is to establish the following result 
3D4. THEOREM. The cmbeddings of 3D 1 (or, equivalently, 3D2) are isomorphic 
to those of 3D3 for n = 2~2 and 2m -J- I, respectkely. [See 3A6.1 
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Proof Because of 3A26, it is enough to prove this for x = y [see 2A153; 
this means that the subgroups Q(q2) n G” are represented by the first type of 
2 x 2-matrices in 2C4. The proof consists in actually performing the twist TY 
on the standard matrix model of @(q2), and then construct the Hermitian form. 
Let e, be the ith standard basis vector of Rn and let E,, be the 2n x 2n-matrix 
with (Y, s)-entry 1 and all other entries 0. Then the root system @ = D, consists 
of the vectors &ei & ej with 1 < i < j < n, and the Lie algebra L(Q) consists 
of the 2n x 2n-matrices 
~“,-~a with B = -Bt, C = -Ct, A, B, C being n x n-matrices. 
The rows and columns of these matrices are numbered I,..., n, -l,..., -n. 
To the root r E @ corresponds the Chevalley basis element X, as follows: 
r = ei - ej; ei + ej; -f?i + t?j; -ei - ej 
X, = Eij - E-f-i; Ei--3 - Ej-i; Eji - E-i-*; E-*i - E-ij 
with 1 < i < j < n. For convenience the following fundamental system is 
chosen (n = 2m + 1): 
e, - e3 0 
\ elm-3 - e2m-l e2m - e2m+l M /-& LE. -o-o-o “g/ o- .e? 
0 e2 - e4 
e2m-l + e2m+1 e2m-2 - e2m \ 0 -e2 - e, 
If n = 2m, the roots involving e2,,,+r are to be replaced by their sum earnml + e2m . 
The lowest root M = -er - e3 has been attached to form the extended Dynkin 
diagram. The isometry r] of the root system @ is given by 
e2d-l * %i for 1 < i < m, e2m+1 t-) -e2m+l . 
Define the 2 x 2-, 2m x 2m-, and 2n x 2n-matrices K, L, , and Jn by 
Then the L(D)-automorphism Q is given by 
‘I~:X+ J,,.X* Jn. 
It is now convenient to consider n = 2m and n = 2m + 1 separately. 
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II = 2m. The root group X, of @(q*) consists of matrices I + X,t, t E GF(p”). 
Hence the twisted root groups of the embedded subgroups V&“), 1 ‘< i < 12’, 
Y EP~ Y, are as shown in chart 3D5 with a, b ,..., c, d, e, f ,,.., g, k E GF(g”), 
x,...,y, z,..., w E GF(q); a root group is obtained by letting all variables except 
one be equal to 0. 
3D5 
1 0 “. a” bq 0 
0 1 b a -- .Y ;;1 
” 
@ d4 1 0 e” --j .( 
cl C 0 1 f” --e 
0 z . -go -]p 1 0 ” 
--z 0 h s” 0 1 
P Liz . . . 0 ‘Z’ .-. a” -0 
h” -g -w 0 -b’r --a 
1 0 
0 1 
Let V be the &z-dimensional GF(q)-vector space with vectors 
v = [zj ,..., v,,, ; v-1 ),..) V-J 
= (via, v1 )..., VVLO, 72, ) -v”, ) v-1 )..., -v.nwL , v4)t 
with or ,..., v,,~ , 21-r ,..., v-,, E GF(q*). All root groups shown in 3D5, and hence 
the group Gg g n,,(q) g enerated by them, act GF(q)-linearly on V by left 
multiplication. 
V is turned into a 2m-dimensional GF(p2)-space by defining k*v E V for all 
k E GF(g2), v E V as follows: 
k*v = [ka, ,..., kv,,, , k”v-, ,..., k%,]. 
Consider all root groups of 3D5 with nonzero 2 x 2-blocks of shapes 
* 0 
i ! 0 * 
in the second and fourth quadrants 
3D6 
0 * 
i i * 0 
in the first and third quadrants. 
These root groups generate one of the embedded Vi(q2) c 2A,,-,(g2), which 
acts GF(q2)-linearly on V. 
Let r E GF($) be such that yq = --Y and definef: V + GF(q) 
3D7 f(v) = Y[V-101 - (V-pJg + ‘.. + v-v&v*, - (c&%7)4l. 
r-1 .f is the restriction to V of the quadratic form in GF(q2)4” which defines 
the orthogonal group @p(p) s &&“); h ence f is a Gu-invariant nonsingular 
quadratic form in V regarded as a GF(q)-vector space. 
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n = 2m + 1. By deleting all minus signs in 3D5 one obtains a chart of a class 
of root groups &; there are however two more rows and columns, numbered 
&(2m + 1). It suffices to consider a 6 x 6-matrix, with rows and columns 
2i - 1,2i, 2m + 1, -(2i - l), -2i, -(2m + l), of the type 
3D8 
1 0 u b” yq tq 
Olt y b u* 
0 0 1 --tq -UQ 0 
0000 10 
0 0 0 -24 -t 1 
Here two root groups xri # & with r E Pr Y a half-root, are given by the 
choices u = b = 0, t*+l = y + yg or t = b = 0, @+l = y + yq. These two 
root groups generate matrices as shown in 3D8 with b, u, y, and t satisfying 
some unspecified relations, which form the group Y, n Gy of order qs. Taking 
transposes in 3D8 gives Y-r n GY containing J%?,i and krj . 
Let V be the (4m + 2)-dimensional GF(p)-vectorspace with vectors 
v = [VI ,‘.., v, , v-1 ,..., cm , w] 
= * (VI9 VI ,...) v,Q, vm , wp, VT, , v-1 )..., v-, , v-, , wy 
with v, ,..., v , vpl ,..., v-, , w E GF(@). Ail the root groups mentioned, and 
hence the group G’J s 20am+1(@) generated by them, act GF(q)-linearly on V 
by left multiplication. 
V is turned into a (2m + I)-dimensional GF(qa)-space by defining k*v E V 
for all k E GF(pa), v E V as follows: 
k*v = [kv, ,..., kv, , k%eI ,..., k*v-, , kw]. 
Consider all root groups with nonzero 2 x 2-blocks as in 3D6, or with 
t = b = 0 in 3D8, or its transpose. These root groups generate one of the 
embedded “Y.($) s 2A2,(qa), which acts GF(q2)-linearly on V. 
Definef: I’ -+ GF(Q) by 
3D9 f(v) = v-1v1 + (vyl)Q + .‘. + KmV, + (v-&&Jq + wq+*. 
AS in 3D7 it is seen that f is a Q-invariant nonsingular quadratic form in V 
regarded as a W(q)-space. 
To complete the proof of 3D4 we make use of the following result: 
3DlO. LEMMA. Let L be a j?eM with a second-order automorphism a --f a 
and fix-point field K CL; let V be en n-dimensional L-vectorspace, hence a 2n- 
dimensional K-space. Suppose f : V -+ K is a quadratic form over K such that 
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f(acd) = aZf(ol) for all a EL, 01 E V, and that (01, f3) = f(a + /3) -f(a) - f(p) 
with 01, j3 E V is a nonsingular bilinear form. 
Then there exists a unique Hermitian scalar product [cu, p] on V such that [01, a] =I 
f(a)for all LY. E V. 
Proof, First choose 01 E V such that f (a) =,& 0; then 
(a, aa) -z-f((l t a>4 -f(a) -f(m) = (a + S)f(a) 
shows that the restriction of ( , ) to La is nonsingular. Let ZJ be any L-subspace 
of V such that the restriction of ( , ) is nonsingular, and let UL be the K- 
complement of U with respect to ( , ). Then UI is also an L-space, because for 
allaE U,,!?E Ui,xeL,x 1Owehave 
f(ix + x/3) ==f(x(x-‘a + p>> = xq(x-la + p> = xq(x-la) + xi??(p) 
= f(4 -I- f($j> 
and so s/3 E U’. Hence we may write V = r/, 1 ... i. U, as an orthogonal sum 
of one-dimensional L-spaces such that .f( Lri - (0)) == K - (0); choose 01~ E ri, , 
01~ # 0 and define [x xioli , C JJ~LY~] = C xi yiJ(c+). Then [ , ] meets the require- 
ment. 
Uniqueness follows from 
rS[ol, p] -:- rs[P, a] :~-:f(nx + s/q - Yl’f(iy) - siy@): 
choose (r, s) = (rr , s,j; (~a , se) with Y,S,F~S~ - r;~~r,~~ f 0 and solve for [a, ,B] 
and P, al. 
This proves 3D10, and we may finish the proof of 3D4: The formf defined 
in 3D7 and 3D9 satisfies the condition of 3D10, and hence is a Hermitian form. 
Gu r &,,(q); 2D21,,+l(qz) consists of GF(g)-I inear transformations of V that leave 
f invariant. The subgroup Y&q”) g 2A2711+1(q2); 2A2,(q2) for some i, 1 :< i < N, 
consists of GF(qa)-linear transformations with the same property. Since also 
Gy z Q (4m, q); Q-(4m -I- 2, q) and ‘Y<(q”) s SU(2m, q2); SU(2m + 2, q’), 
the theorem follows. 
3Dll. COROLLARY. Let J2+(8, q) act on the eight-dimensional GF(q)-vector- 
space V the natural way. Then there exists a subgroup F C W(8, q) such that 
F z Q(7, q) andF acts irreducibly on V. 
Proof. By 3D4, case (c) with m = 2 gives the embedding SU(4, q”) C 
St-@, q), and by means of those matrices 3D5 which satisfy 3D6, it is easy to 
verify that the action of SLJ(4, q2) is irreducible. 
On the other hand cases (b) and (c) coincide for m = 2 (from the Chevalley 
group point of view), so the embeddings ?Y~(q2) C Gu for the two cases are 
isomorphic. Hence, by 3C19, there is a subgroup F z Q(7, q) such that 
SU(4, q2) C F C f?(S, q). 
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It is well known that Q-(6, Q) s SU(4, $). By the same matrix model as 
above, we may show that the embedding 2Yi(q2) C GY obtained in case (b) is 
isomorphic to the natural one of P(2m + 2,q) C S2+(2m + 4,q). From the 
definition of 77 E IV(@) in cases (b) and (c) f or m = 2, it is clear that the graph 
automorphisms of 52+(&q) will permute subgroups of type Q-(6,4) (acting 
reducibly on V) and subgroups of type SU(4, q2) (acting irreducibly on V). 
Three conjugacy classes of such subgroups are permuted transitively by the 
graph automorphisms. 
E. Other Subgroups Generated by Root-Group Conjugates 
All embeddings Y&I”) C Gx constructed in Sections 1 and 2 with the method 
OA7 satisfy the conditions OA3. This is obvious in the cases (a)-(e) and (h)-(m), 
because if r E Pr Y is a long root, then r E !D n V, n /1 and X, = W-V-1X,. = 
Xr [see 2C9 and 3Al]; hence X,., = XT n Gz = x,. n G2 = X,. . In cases (f) 
and (g) it can be shown that XV, is conjugate to X, . 
It is a natural group-theoretic problem to classify all such embeddings up 
to isomorphism as defined in 3A6, and in this section we collect some scattered 
facts and remarks pertaining to this question. 
First we notice the difference between cases (a)-(e) and (h)-(m) on the one 
hand and cases (f) and (g) on the other; in cases (a)-(e) and (h)-(m) either fl 
is a one-root-length system or r (above) is a long root in /l, while in cases (f) 
and (g), /l has two root lengths and r E .4 is a short root. This makes an im- 
portant difference, because in the one-root-length cases or if r is long, the 
normalizer of the corresponding root group is a maximal parabolic subgroup. 
See, e.g., the proof of 3C2. For the same reason it may be easier to handle the 
classification problem when we suppose that G in OA3 either has one class of 
root groups, or that r is a long root. This is illustrated by the following result. 
3El. Let (X,“, X,f) be an ordered pair of root group conjugates in G, and 
suppose r is long in case of more than one root length. Then there exists ag E G 
and (long) roots u, v such that Xtg = X, , Xp = X, . The angle between u 
and v is uniquely determined by e andf. 
Proof. N permutes the root groups X, (r long if there is more than one root 
length) transitively, and G permutes the root-group conjugates X,.g, g E G. 
Assume without loss of generality that Xre = X, where H is the highest root. 
Then 
where GJ is a parabolic subgroup and NJ = GJ n N. There is a l-l corre- 
spondence between the set of double cosets N,\NIN, and the set of NJ-orbits 
of root groups; let XpNJ be the orbit corresponding to N,n,N,. Similarly 
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there is a l-1 correspondence G,n,G, H X$J~W~J. Because of the 1-I corre- 
spondence NJn,NJ- G,n,.G, between ATJ\iVjNJ and G,\G/G, , each G,-orbit 
X2nwG~ of root-group conjugates contains exactly one NJ-orbit X~“~u”~ of 
root groups. 
3E2. Because of 3E1, it is possible to define the angle between two root-group 
conjugates X,@ and X,f as the angle between u and v; the possible angles are 
those in the root system: 0” (if XrE = X,1), 60, 90, 120, or 180”. By Chevalley’s 
commutator relations (X,.‘, X;f> is a p-group if the angle is 0, 60, 90, or 120”, 
and (XTc, S,f) is of type .4,(q) if the angle is 180”. In the last case X,’ and S,.[ 
are called opposite root-group conjugates. 
Onemight expect subgroups satisfying OA3 to be groups of Lie type themselves, 
like all examples in OA8 and like the subgroup generated by the p-elements of 
a Levi factor. This is, however, not universally true. It is known that 11f(22) 
the smallest Fischer group, of order 2 17 3” . 52 7 11 13, is embedded this 
way in a&(22) [2]. A mom modest goal may then be to classify embeddings 
KC G where K and G both are finite of Lie type and satisfy 0.43 with r a 
long root in case G has more than one class of root groups. A classification might 
conceivably proceed by induction, as suggested by Kantor: 
By 3E1 and 3E2, we may assume that E = t;X!. , ,Y ,., C K C G, with E 
of type -A,(q). If d,. # i:, then C,(E) C C,(E) is an embedding of the same 
type, C,(E) and C,(E) being generated by the p-elements of Levi factors in hY 
and G. 
If K is built on a root system of type B, or D, , CK(E) is a direct product; 
this may motivate a relaxation of OA3 to 
3E3. K = <l<-i . X,. 1~; /r E /l,j and O,(K) =; I, p -: char GF(q) where A 
is a subset of G. Then it is natural to look for decomposable sub-root-systems of 
a given indecomposable root system @, to be used in O-44 or to replace Y in 
OA7. Such sub-root-systems may be found by erasing one root from the extended 
Dynkin diagram for @. A method for classification of the maximal sub-root- 
systems is outlined in [l, Chap. VI, Sect. 4, Ex. 41. Especially @ = E, , E7, E6 
have many subsystems: 
-41 x E, C Es , A, x E,CE,, -4, x D, c E, ) A4 x -4, C E, ; 
3E4 
A, x D, C E; , il, x A, c E, ; -Jl x A45 C E,; , -42 x A, Y A, C E6 . 
Method OA4 immediately gives corresponding embeddings of (untwisted) 
Chevalley groups. Let --I be the central inversion z’ - --z’ in @; then -1~ W(@) 
for @ = E,, E; and -I$ W(Q) for @ = &. Multiplying --I with suitable 
elements of W(Y), where Y is one of the decomposable sub-root-systems in 3E4, 
we obtain an isometry q which is either the identity or a Dynkin diagram 
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symmetry on a given component of Y. Then the development of Sections 1 and 2 
carries over, giving embeddings 
3E5 
2A2(q2) x 2-%.w) c Es(Q), 2A3(q2) x 2Q(q2) c Es(q), 
24(q2) x 24(q2) c JTdd> 
2A2(q2) x 245(q2) = J%h 4(q) x 245(q2) c 2J%(q2)> 
242(q2) x 2A2(q2) x 2A2(q2) c 2-wl2h 
Also, nonmaximal sub-root-systems such as 
3E6 D, x D, C D, C E, . 
may be of interest in this context. There exists an isometry v E IV(&) such that 
73 = 1, both D,-components are y-invariant and 17 induces a third-order 
Dynkin diagram symmetry in both components. This gives, by method OA7, 
an embedding 
3E7 34(q3) x 34(q3) c -Y?(q). 
A general classification must distinguish between nonisomorphic embeddings 
of one given group in another. In particular it must state whether two such 
embeddings obtained by combining other embeddings are isomorphic. An 
example of two nonisomorphic embeddings of A,(q) in A,(q) is the following: 
Taking Levi factors, we have the embeddings E,(q) C E,(q) and A,(q) C A,(q). 
Combining these with the embeddings A,(q) C E,(q) and A,(q) C Es(p) from 
column I of Table OA8, respectively, we have 
3E8 4(q) c -f-w) c G3Gz) and 4(q) c 4(q) = J%k)* 
Using the standard model of the root system E, it is easily verified that the 
centralizer in E,(q) of the embedded A,(q) contains A,(q) in the first case and 
is contained in H in the second. 
Two particular cases of the embeddings problem have been investigated. 
If G z SL(ra, q) e A,-,(q), McLaughlin [7] has found that a subgroup 
generated by root-group conjugates is itself a direct product of groups of type 
SL(m, q) or Sp(2m, q) G C,(q). The case where G is an orthogonal group, and 
K C G is generated as in 3E3 and acts irreducibly on the natural module for G, 
has been studied by Stark [9], who (for q odd) gives the embeddings G,(q) C 
l&(q), 2A2,-,(q2) C Dzm(q) and 2A2,(q2) C 2D2,+,(q2) of OA8; the embedding 
Q(7, q) C s2+(8, q) from 3Dl1 should be added to this list. 
We conclude with two examples of embeddings where the method of construc- 
tion depends on q being even, resp. odd. The construction of non-Levi comple- 
ments in 3E9 is due to Kantor. 
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3E9. q even. Let G z Sp(2n, 2) G C,(q) G B,(q) E Q(2n -1 1,q). Then 
G has two natural representations over GF(q), either as Sp(2n, 4) on a 2n- 
dimensional space, or as Q(2n + 1, 4) on a (272 -+ 1)-dimensional space V. Let 
V, = {V E I/; (v, v’) = 0 for all v‘ E V> where (u, v’) = Q(E + n’) - Q(v) - 
Q(v’) and Q is the quadratic form in V. Then V,, is a one-dimensional G-invariant 
subspace of V, but V does not split as a G-module. The action of C’,(q) on 
O,(P,) where C,(q) is contained in a Levi factor of a maximal parabolic subgroup 
PJ of C,+,(g) = K may be identified with the action of G on V. 
Consider the embedding G C R ‘(2n -L 2, 4) = A where A acts in the 
natural way on a (272 -t 2)-dimensional space W, let a E IV, a =#: 0, be fixed by G. 
Then we may identify (ni ‘- = V, (u> = V, . construct the semidirect products 
AW, GW, GV, and GV,, . Then GV <i GW because G, by simplicity, is trivial 
on W/V. 
Choose b E A - G such that w = ub 6 V. Then G” is a complement to V in 
GV, which is not conjugate to G: Clearly GV = (GV)‘” = GtoVLc = G”V, and 
if G” and G were conjugates, then GWV m= G for some u E V. Then, for all 
g E G, WV g . w--k1 E G, g-l wz! . g w-Q-1 E G n V, <y-lwvgw--+l = 1; 
consequently WV E 1/;, C I-’ and w E V, which is a contradiction. 
Through the identification of GV with a subgroup of PJ , G’” is identified with 
another complement to I’ == O,(P,), and we will show that GZ1’ is not conjugate 
to Gin K: Let h be the highest root; then G = C,((X, , X .h j), and G centralizes 
exactly 4 $- 1 root-group conjugates XILz, namely, those in (X, , X-,>. G” 
centralizes Xji,, . Suppose G”‘k = G with k E K; then G centralizes XItL, and so 
Xi” = X,t for some c E :/AY,8 ,X-,). Hence G1r/ce = Gc 7~ G with kc E NA(X,) == 
P 3, and G” and G must be conjugates in PJ =-= GV H, where N is the diagonal 
subgroup of K. Therefore they must be conjugates in GV, which contradicts the 
nonconjugacy result above. 
Moreover G n GU’ > C,,(w) = C,(( w, u)) Zs Q.m(2n, q) (for suitable w $ V), 
which shows that GW contains root-group conjugates when n > 1, and so G” 
is generated by root-group conjugates. 
3E10. 4 odd. The restriction 77’ / Q(q), i.c., the “extended graph automor- 
phism” of Q(q), is of interest to our topic in cases (h) and (i). Choosing Y -= A, 
as in (i), it is clear that the fix-point group of r/’ O(q) will contain copies of 
C,(q). On the other hand, choosing Y = I& as in (h), it is clear that it will 
contain copies of F,(g). 
Since two 90”-orbits of roots in @ are projected onto any short root in 
Pr Q-(O) = F4 , and F, has 24 short and 24 long roots, V+ n a(q) has order 
Q 2~12+12 = 236. 
By 2C2, 7” 1 B(q) for a component Q of Qker is given by 
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with x, y, u, v E GF(q). Choose q2 = $J, i.e., ab = 1. By diagonalization we find 
a homomorphism So: SL(2, q) -+ Q(p) such that 
As in the proof of 2C9, one may show that 9” 1 0(q) is conjugate in Aut Q(q) to 
a second-order diagonal automorphism. Inspection of the possibilities shows 
that only one such automorphism has a fix-point group which contains a p-group 
of order q36, and in this case the fix-point group is actually E,(q), possibly 
extended by a subgroup of H on the top. Hence, there exist embeddings C,(q) C 


















CD Indecomposable root system 
V Euclidean space spanned by @ 
r Arbitrary sub-root-system of Q, 
W(Q) Weyl group corresponding to @ 
w,: 2; -+ w - 2r . (w, r)/(r, r), r E SD, 7J E v, w, E W(O). 
w(r) = (w,; r E r> 
WI 
7 E W@) 
e=2or3 
Y< ) 1 < i < N; Y = Yr 
v, = {u E I/; r)w = v} 
v = v, @ v-1 
Pr: V + VI 
@ker = 0 n V- 1 
Q 
A, = {s E @; (s, v) = O} 
n 








(X,; Y  E @} u {H,; s E If’} 
L(T) = (X,; I E I-) 
7x: X, - SC,, , rlz E Aut L(a) 
x =y,z 
@(q2) Chevalley group defined by Qi and 
GF(q2) 
4. SOME FREQUENTLY USED SYMBOLS 
Full isometry group of @. 
Order of 77 
T-Invariant sub-root-systems. 
Orthogonal direct sum 
Orthogonal projection 
Arbitrary component of @ker 
Sub-root-system orthogonal to v E V 
Fundamental system of @ correspond- 
ing to an 
Another fundamental system. 
Complex simple Lie algebra defined 
by @ 
Chevalley basis for L(Q) 





















p = char GF(q) 
x-, , YF@ 
r(p) = (X,.; Y E r\ 
Root group of Q(p) 
q% XT --z A-,,. , y E Aut @(q’) 
y/c.,: SL(e, 4’) + Q(q”) Homomorphism 
k,. =:: (X,; IV(s) = r), r E Pr Q-(O), s E @ 
xr ) I’ E @ Root groups in another C‘hel-alley 
structure of @(q’) such that qxLp, == AT@? 
a E ?@D) with C( :m 1 if 7 E W(Q), Y a Dynkin 
diagram symmetry if 7 4 M’(D) 
A -={,t(r. nr);rEq 
p Subgroup of @(q’) generated by the +‘- 
invariant p-elements; built on .,I 
L’lu,(q), 1 i..: i 2, AT Embedded twisted subgroup of G” 
x,. ) 1’ E A Root group of G,c 
TCri,rEPrylj Root group of ‘Y’,(q’) 
u ‘-) CT- Disjoint p-Sylow groups of @(q”) 
1/‘; I,‘- 
c:-+: [T 
Subgroups of I’ , I-m 
Disjoint p-Siylow groups of G’ 
.v;;-‘- P - 
cii.,‘, fJi--, 1
Subgroups of C , CT 
i : 1Y Disjoint p-Sylow groups of ‘!Fy,(q’) 
n-4 Fundamental system for A 
p-maximalit!.. 
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